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ABSTRACT 

Classroom walkthroughs as a means of providing data for inquiry between principals and 

teachers and between teachers show promise for improving classroom instruction. Using 

data collected from classroom walkthroughs and through the development of a 

community of practice where administrators and teachers utilize dialogue and inquiry 

around these data collected, educators can design and improve instruction. Inquiry, 

involving both dialogue and reflection, is key to the effective use of these data. A case 

study of one elementary school embedded in a suburban district is used to investigate this 

district’s implementation of the classroom walkthrough process to inquire through 

reflection and dialogue. Interviews with a district administrator and all four elementary 

principals in the district led to the identification of one elementary school with the highest 

level of implementation. In the third year of the initiative, intensive interviews with the 

four elementary principals and six teachers were conducted to gain understanding of the 

scope of the initiative, to determine the process by which the district administrator and 

school principals supported and implemented classroom walkthroughs, to understand 

how the principals used the walkthrough data, and to identify how the data informed 

dialogue and inquiry with teachers. Although the district administrators spent a great deal 

of attention to the process of collecting data, the initiative seemed to stall at this point. 

Little evidence of dialogue and inquiry about the classroom walkthrough data was found 

at the study school. Possible explanations for the stagnated implementation process 

include: a lack of movement from a focus on the collection of data for documenting the 

use of teaching strategies to dialogue and inquiry about the data in order to change 
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instruction; an inconsistent purpose and vision for the initiative and communication of 

that vision; educational policy interference; and lack of agreement on the number of 

walkthroughs needed prior to engaging in dialogue and inquiry about the data.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  

Across the nation, student achievement is not at the levels neither expected by the 

public nor required by the United States government. The goal established by No Child 

Left Behind (No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 2002) states that of 100% of students will 

be at proficiency in reading and math by 2013-2014. The current trajectory of student test 

scores toward that goal indicates that not all students will reach the goal. In 2004-2005, 

74% of public schools met the federal expectation of Adequate Yearly Progress; this rate 

fell to 60.6 % for school year 2009-2010 (United States Department of Education, n.d.). 

Schools struggling to meet this guideline are required to set aside only 10% of Title I 

funds for the purpose of professional development with the largest portion of funding 

directed to providing direct student services. Existing attempts to help all children reach 

proficiency have had limited success. American educators need a different path to 

success which includes a greater emphasis on professional learning embedded in the job 

of teaching.  

Rather than focus efforts to improve student achievement on the student, many 

researchers advocate for a focus on teaching. A recent review of professional 

development in education indicates that “Efforts to improve student achievement can 

succeed only by building the capacity of teachers to improve their instructional practice 

and the capacity of school systems to advance teacher learning” (Wei, Darling-

Hammond, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009, p. 1). Increasing pressure to effect 

changes in instructional practice creates new arenas for professional development. 
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“A growing body of research on effective professional development models for 

teachers provides support for a new paradigm of teacher professional learning- one based 

on evidence about the kinds of experiences which appear to build teacher capacity” (Wei 

et al., 2009, p. 61). While this is not a new idea, it has proven difficult to achieve. 

Schools traditionally have been resistant to new ideas or changes in the structure that 

governs how business is conducted due in part the loose coupling of the system that tends 

to protect existing processes and structures (Elmore, 2000). Professional development 

opportunities focused on reflection and inquiry can support a learning-focused approach 

to professional development (Blase & Blase, 1999; Collinson, Cook, & Conley, 2006; 

Drago-Severson, 2007).  

The leader of the organization can facilitate the success of this learning-focused 

approach (Leithwood, Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004; Leithwood & Riehl, 2003; 

Leithwood & Wahlstrom, 2008). Leaders do so by maintaining a focus on teaching and 

learning (Blase & Blase, 1999), making suggestions and providing feedback (Blase & 

Blase, 1999), and encouraging inquiry, reflection, and dialogue (Blase & Blase, 1999; 

Collinson et al., 2006; Drago-Severson, 2007). In addition, leaders who pair these 

activities with supervision and evaluation of teachers further enhance the learning 

capacities of teachers (Blase & Blase, 1999; Leithwood et al. 2004). 

This case study of one elementary school is embedded in the district context and 

is designed to explore a learning-focused approach to supervision and evaluation 

connected with dialogue and inquiry--the classroom walkthrough. This qualitative case 

study investigates how one district’s elementary school principals utilize dialogue and 
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inquiry based on data gathered from classroom walkthroughs with a focus on one 

elementary school, its principal, and teachers. Jefferson Elementary School is one of four 

elementary schools in a district which has implemented classroom walkthroughs for three 

years as a means to gather data about instruction. This type of ongoing professional 

development focused on learning through inquiry is the paradigm shift needed to help 

schools create and succeed in a culture of change.  

Information for this study is gathered in three phases through interviews 

conducted with the associate superintendent, four principals, and six teachers, with a 

follow up interview with the Jefferson Elementary principal. In the subsequent sections 

of this chapter, the research problem is introduced within the context of the larger 

educational arena, the problem is defined, and the significance of the study is portrayed. 

Next, the classroom walkthrough is briefly described followed by a short description of 

the methods. Finally, limitations are highlighted and key terms are identified.  

Context 

Change has become the mantra for education. Beginning with Sputnik, Americans 

began to realize the international impact of a quality education in the United States. This 

movement was intensified with the publication of A Nation at Risk (The National 

Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). The creation of NCLB (2002) further 

strengthened the need for change. Recently, the emphasis has included readiness for the 

21
st
 century as a key component of a child’s education. In addition, Race to the Top has 

created a newfound interest in modifying teacher evaluation systems (United States 

Department of Education, 2009). 
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Early in these efforts, research indicated that teachers who possess certain 

qualities are more successful improving student achievement (Haycock, 1998) and that 

the teacher is the most influential component in helping students achieve at high levels 

(Darling-Hammond & Youngs, 2002). More recently, school leadership has been found 

to be second only to the classroom teacher in moving schools forward with the emphasis 

on, and success of, increased student achievement (Leithwood et al., 2004).  

Professional development of teachers is one avenue that has been emphasized for 

improving the ability of teachers to move students forward (Supovitz, 2006; Wei et al., 

2009). According to Collinson and colleagues (Collinson et al., 2006; Collinson & Cook, 

2007) an ongoing learning approach, or organizational learning, within the organization 

is needed. One key feature of organizational learning is an inquiry-oriented approach to 

professional development and includes an inquiry cycle where a problem is identified, 

data are collected, dialogue to facilitate analysis and interpretation of data occurs, and an 

action is proposed and taken. Supovitz (2006) supports this focus. He indicates that when 

the people within an organization utilize social interactions as a means of fostering 

dialogue they can create a shared vision of effective instruction. Drago-Severson (2007) 

builds on this idea by indicating that this process also includes reflective practice about 

assumptions and values that drive teaching. When professional development efforts 

utilizing an inquiry-oriented approach are linked to teacher supervision the impact is 

strengthened (Bredeson & Johansson, 2000; Darling-Hammond, 1995).  
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Significance of the Problem 

School leadership has a positive impact on the success of professional 

development initiatives (Blase & Blase, 1999; Bredeson & Johansson, 2000). Many 

factors have been identified as essential leadership strategies. The literature indicates that 

leaders who focus teacher development on effective teaching strategies and the learning 

of students contribute to the overall success of teacher development. This is 

accomplished by leaders who consider thoughtful design of the learning process (Senge, 

1990b), maintain a visible presence in classrooms (Marzano, Waters, & McNulty, 2005), 

and serve as stewards of the focus on learning for both for teachers and students 

(Bredeson & Johansson, 2000). 

Principals will likely increase teacher use of inquiry, reflection, and dialogue to 

inquire into practice when they provide the structures that facilitate the use of inquiry, 

reflection, and dialogue; guide the processes that encourage teachers participation in 

inquiry, reflection, and dialogue; and model the inquiry process (City, Elmore, Fiarman, 

& Teitel, 2009; Drago-Severson, 2007). The classroom walkthrough is designed to fulfill 

this role. 

Problem Statement  

Research exists to indicate the value of inquiry in the learning process for 

educators (Blase & Blase, 1999; Collinson et al., 2006; Drago-Severson, 2007). The role 

that collaboration plays in the learning process is also widely documented (Blase & 

Blase, 1999; Bredeson & Johansson, 2000; Drago-Severson, 2007; Leithwood et al., 

2004; Supovitz, 2006). Support for the use of the classroom walkthrough as a tool to 
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gather data to inform conversations about instruction is growing (City et al., 2009; 

Downey, Steffy, English, Frase, & Posten, 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). 

Research on the classroom walkthrough is limited (David, 2007), and none of the 

research studies indicate how principals use classroom walkthrough data. Much of the 

current literature focuses either on the logistics of conducting a walkthrough (City et al., 

2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008) or on perceptions of its 

usefulness (Freedman, 2007; Koeperich, 2008; Rossi, 2007; Skretta, 2008). None of these 

research studies indicate how principals actually use classroom walkthrough data. The 

information gathered in this case study begins to explain this missing component. 

Research Questions 

Several research questions are investigated to understand how principals utilize 

classroom walkthroughs to influence instructional change:  

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

To understand the focus of these questions, it is essential to have a common 

picture of the components and purposes of the classroom walkthrough. In the next section 

these features are described. 
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The Classroom Walkthrough 

Several protocols for classroom walkthroughs have been purported. Differences 

include the length, purpose, and how information is collected. More information on 

protocol similarities and differences can be found in Chapter 2 and Table 1. Definitions 

differ somewhat. According to Downey et al. (2004) and Martinez-Miller and Cervone 

(2008), classroom walkthroughs are an observational tool through which data are 

gathered during multiple short visits to classrooms and then used as a basis for 

conversations with individuals or groups about instruction. City et al. (2009) refer to 

walkthroughs as “instructional rounds” and advocate spending approximately twenty 

minutes per classroom visit. 

Several versions of classroom walkthrough processes exist (City et al., 2009; 

Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008); however, the basic premise is 

the same. By gathering data from multiple classroom visits on various dates and times, a 

picture of instruction in a school or classroom begins to form. These data can then inform 

the discussions about instruction and curriculum within the classroom, school, or district, 

either among teachers and administrators, a group of administrators, a group of teachers, 

or between a teacher and an administrator. These discussions then can lead to changes in 

curriculum and instruction that will improve the experience for the student in the 

classroom, thus increasing the student’s chances of improved achievement (City et al., 

2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). City et al. (2009) would 

add that the discussions that occur as a result of the data collected from the walkthroughs 
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also help the educators within a district or school form a more coherent picture of what 

constitutes effective instruction.  

There is some disagreement about the purpose of conducting classroom 

walkthroughs. City et al. (2009) state “unfortunately, the practice of walkthroughs has 

become corrupted in many ways by confounding it with the supervision and evaluation of 

teachers” (p. 4). They advocate that the sole purpose should be closer to that of medical 

rounds in which professionals observe, gather data, discuss, and problem solve together. 

When educators are involved and walkthroughs are conducted with colleagues, the 

process has more potential to focus around the goal of instructional improvement.  

There also exist differences in the focus of the data gathered during the classroom 

walkthrough. Downey et al. (2004) indicate that the observer will gather data on multiple 

data points: the orientation to student work, curricular decision points such as the content 

objective and context of the lesson, specific practices or strategies, and the physical 

environment. Others advocate for an approach in which the focus of the data gathered is 

determined prior to the classroom walkthrough, is based on a problem of practice, and is 

collected on fewer target points (City et al., 2009; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). 

While differences do exist in both the concept and practice of classroom 

walkthroughs, the goal remains the same: instructional improvement that leads to 

increased learning opportunities for students to reach high levels of achievement (City et 

al., 2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). 
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Overview of the Methods 

The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in which the principal in one 

elementary school within a small southwestern school district uses data collected during 

classroom walkthroughs and dialogue and inquiry to promote changes in teacher 

instruction. Information about the district context with particular focus on the elementary 

school principals is also investigated. Case study is chosen as the qualitative research 

method. In depth interviews are conducted with the assistant superintendent, four 

principals, and six teachers about the implementation of the walkthrough process. 

This case study is conducted in three phases. Phase 1 includes one in depth 

interview with the assistant superintendent, Mary Lincoln to gather background on the 

initiative, her perspective on the initiative, and assist in identifying the site selected, 

Jefferson Elementary School. Phase 2 consists of four elementary school principal 

interviews to better understand the principal point of view and once again, assist in 

identifying the targeted school. During Phase 3 six teachers are interviewed and the 

principal of the Jefferson participated in a second interview.  

Limitations 

Several limitations, always inherent in qualitative research of this limited 

magnitude, exist. First, the district and school chosen were not representative of schools 

in this southwestern state. Second, this study took place at one school within the context 

of a small school district. Finally, interviews present a biased interpretation of the 

information both on the part of the person being interviewed and the researcher.  
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Definitions of Key Terms 

Classroom walkthrough-a short focused observation to gather information about 

curriculum taught and instructional teaching decisions that teachers make 

(Downey et al., 2004) 

Classroom walkthrough process-a structure “designed to bring discussions instruction 

directly into the process of school improvement” (City et al., 2009, p. 3) utilizing 

a set of protocols and processes for observing, analyzing, discussing, and 

understanding instruction and instructional decision making 

Dialogue-a two way exchange of ideas or opinion meant to clarify ideas, influence 

thought, and provide multiple perspectives on a particular idea 

Inquiry-a process of investigating, exploring, and questioning that leads to new 

understandings and ideas 

Learning organization-“an organization that is continually expanding its capacity to 

create its future” (Senge, 1990a, p. 14) 

Organizational learning- a process by which an organization’s individuals utilize 

collective inquiry to create, modify, or replace organizational routines or theories-

in-use (Argyris & Schön, 1978; Collinson et al., 2006) 

Professional development- “a comprehensive, sustained, and intensive approach to 

improving teachers’ and principals’ effectiveness in raising student achievement” 

(United States Department of Education, 2012); the opportunities for learning that 

are provided as a part of a school or district plan 
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Professional learning-“a product of both externally-provided and job-embedded activities 

that increase teachers’ knowledge and change their instructional practice in ways 

that support student learning” (Wei et al., 2009, p. 1); the actual learning that 

takes place as a result of opportunities, both individual and collaborative, 

provided to educators 

Professional learning community-a collaborative group of professionals who operate 

within a culture of learning through continuous inquiry to enhance curriculum and 

instruction, with the ultimate goal of increased student achievement 

Protocol-a process or tool (either paper or electronic) used to collect walkthrough data  

Reflection- reflection about experiences, actions, thoughts, and decisions by individuals 

within an organization which takes place individually or as a group 

Teacher development-development of teachers’ knowledge and instructional practice 

with an anticipated outcome of increased student achievement 

Summary 

The purpose of this study is to describe how the principals in one school district, 

Presidential School District (PSD), used classroom walkthrough data, dialogue, and 

inquiry to promote changes in teacher instruction. It is anticipated that this study will help 

other administrators and principals implementing classroom walkthroughs have a better 

understanding of how to use an inquiry-focused approach to school improvement.  

In the next chapter I describe organizational learning, which provides the overall 

conceptual framework for the classroom walkthrough as a means for instructional 

improvement. Also addressed will be components of change, leadership, inquiry, and the 
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classroom walkthrough and their relationship to creating an environment of learning 

within the organization. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Currently, school improvement seems to dominate the literature and media. The 

federal government has placed its emphasis on the 2014 requirement that all students 

meet the standards set by each state (No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 2002). While 

schools have always operated with a focus on student learning, they are now being held 

more accountable for ensuring that all students learn at high levels. Change has almost 

become the mantra for school leaders and is seen as the solution to helping schools 

achieve the goal of all students meeting the standards by the 2013-2014 school year; 

however, instituting change is not the solution, creating an environment of change is 

(Fullan, 2001).  

In this chapter information is provided from several approaches to change in 

schools, including factors that are important to a discussion on change. Strong leadership 

is one of these key factors. Practices of effective leaders and their role in the educational 

change process are highlighted. Effective leadership without a systemic approach to 

creating a learning environment for the adults as well as the students is not primed for 

success. Attributes of learning organizations are described, including the role of 

professional learning within the learning organization. Professional learning communities 

are one avenue for this ongoing learning orientation, especially when they take on an 

inquiry based focus. Also included is a discussion on the role of inquiry in the learning 

process. The classroom walkthrough is one approach that can be used to gather data to 

inform conversations and inquiry about instruction. As the core foundation of the 

research presented here, it is essential that the reader have a strong picture of the 
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classroom walkthrough. Information from three separate walkthrough models is 

illustrated and the similarities and differences between the three are identified. I 

anticipate features of each will be evident in the implementation of classroom 

walkthroughs in Presidential School District (PSD). 

The conceptual framework for this study builds on that of Desimone (2009). She 

indicates that following a common framework based on a path of influence for 

researching the effects of professional development will strengthen the field. The 

framework she proposes begins with understanding that there are key core features of 

effective professional development: content focus, active learning, coherence, duration, 

and collective participation. When professional development focuses on increasing 

teacher knowledge and skills utilizing the key features then changes in attitudes and 

beliefs can occur resulting in changes in instruction that lead to improved student 

learning (Desimone, 2009).  

The model planned for this study of a district’s implementation of classroom 

walkthroughs also builds on that proposed by Desimone (2009). The model assumes that 

teachers will increase their knowledge and skills about teaching and learning when 

classroom walkthroughs are used as a means to gather evidence about teaching and 

learning to inform inquiry among teachers and administrators. Through collegial inquiry 

facilitated by the walkthrough protocol and process, administrators and teachers will 

refine their common understanding of quality instruction. Through these conversations 

teachers should begin to question their current attitudes and beliefs and make adjustments 

to their instructional practices, and as a result, lead to increased student learning (see 
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Figure 1). The study focuses on how administrators foster dialogue and inquiry using the 

data collected from classroom walkthroughs. Specific attention is paid to one elementary 

school and how conversations take place that lead to individual and collaborative inquiry 

of instructional practices. 

 

Figure 1. Researcher’s model for influence of classroom walkthrough on classroom practice. 

This model assumes a fundamental change in how educators approach 

professional development: from a focus on formal professional development to a focus on 

job-embedded professional learning (Wei et al., 2009). The concept of professional 

learning will be expanded later in this chapter; however, because this concept requires 

changing how professional learning occurs at the school and district level, a brief 

overview of change and change leadership is presented first. 

Change in Education 

Change in education has typically meant learning about a new program or practice 

and implementing it at the classroom, school, or district level. However, educators are 

becoming more aware of the need for a change orientation in which they continually 
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review and analyze the impact of instructional practice on student achievement. To 

ensure the success of this focus, a move to job-embedded professional learning in which 

educators review student data to make decisions about instruction is essential (Wei et al., 

2009). Several theorists and authors advocate for creating a culture of change centered 

around a learning focus for adults in the organization (Collinson et al., 2006; Fullan, 

2001; Supovitz, 2006; Wagner & Kegan, 2006).  

Leading in a Culture of Change 

Fullan (2001) makes a distinction between leading change and leading in a culture 

of change and focuses his discussion on Leading in a Culture of Change. He refers to the 

complexity of society and of the “rapidly occurring, unpredictable, nonlinear change” (p. 

ix) that must be embraced in order to lead effectively. Fullan posits that “schools must 

become learning organizations or they will fail to survive” (p. xi) and in order to 

accomplish this feat leaders must learn how to cultivate learning under these conditions 

and to sustain a culture of learning within the organization. To facilitate the process of 

becoming a learning organization in a culture of change the leader must master five key 

components of leadership: understanding change, moral purpose, building relationships, 

knowledge creation and sharing, and coherence making. These components will help 

organizations confront the changing arena in which schools are currently operating 

(Fullan, 2001).  

Two of Fullan’s (2001) components are especially pertinent to this study: 

knowledge creation and sharing and coherence making. By using data gathered through 

classroom walkthroughs, principals will begin to create and share knowledge that will 
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result incoherence making and ultimately be utilized to inform conversations about 

instruction across the district.  

Change Leadership 

Change leadership does not happen without planning. Wagner and Kegan (2006) 

suggest steps for the change process. First, the problem must be defined or reframed. By 

taking the stance that schools are obsolete rather than failing, a focus on change with a 

sense of shared responsibility can be developed. Wagner stresses that our educational 

system was not designed with the 21
st
 century and its learners in mind; to respond 

appropriately educators must “rethink and redesign” (p. 1) the system. Defining or 

reframing the problem also involves identifying the organizational changes required to 

address the problem: policies, practices, and structures within the school and across the 

district. 

Next, goals must be identified and developed, and a vision of the desired future 

created (Wagner & Kegan, 2006). During the process of creating this vision, the problem 

will, in all likelihood, be refined and must address how the problem links to instructional 

improvement (Wagner & Kegan, 2006). Wagner and Keegan (2006) propose seven 

disciplines that represent interdependent forces for strengthening instruction (p. 27): 

 urgency for instructional improvement using real data; 

 shared vision of good teaching; 

 meetings about the work; 

 a shared vision of student results; 

 effective supervision; 
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 professional development; and 

 diagnostic data with accountable collaboration. 

These seven components are not to be seen as a list from which to choose; utilization of 

all is important; however, some may provide a better entry point than others. A shared 

vision should be created considering the role of the seven components. 

Third, collaborative practice communities, Wagner and Kegan’s (2006) term for 

professional learning communities, provide an opportunity for leaders to participate in 

dialogue and inquiry to support the change. Implementing change strategies focused on 

inquiry rather than finding answers will facilitate the openness necessary for changes in 

instructional practice and organizational learning. Wagner and Kegan acknowledges that 

these communities of practice are rare for school and district leaders, but also that they 

are a strategy for moving beyond “pockets of excellence” (p. 77) toward system-wide 

alignment. To do so, leaders must consider four elements: competencies of adults; culture 

of classrooms, schools, and districts; conditions of learning; and the contexts in which 

systems must operate (Wagner & Kegan, 2006). These elements can be used as both a 

diagnostic tool and a planning framework. Finally, this process is recursive (Wagner & 

Kegan, 2006). It is important to revisit the diagnostic and planning tool involving the four 

elements to reflect on progress and plan for adjustment. 

Two descriptions share a common thread: the importance that a change 

orientation is system-wide and part of the organization’s way of operating. Fullan (2001) 

insists that schools must become learning organizations, and Wagner and Kegan (2006) 

stress the importance of organizational learning to address policies, practices, and 
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structures within the school and across the district that will facilitate learning. While 

these authors present some common expectations for what components are essential 

when addressing change in education what is missing is a description of how the 

recommended processes occur at the school level.  

Organizational Learning 

Before moving on to a discussion of leadership, I present an elaboration on the 

construct of organizational learning. When referring to the construct of organizational 

learning it is helpful to define what is meant by organizational learning. Theorists define 

organizational learning in various ways and there is not yet an agreed upon definition 

(Collinson et al., 2006).  

According to Argyris and Schön (1978), organizational learning is “a process in 

which members of an organization detect error or anomaly and correct it by restructuring 

organizational theory of action embedding the results of their inquiry in organizational 

maps and images” (p. 58). Through this process members of the organization examine 

theories-in-use which are the actual practices upon which an organization operates 

(Argyris & Schön, 1978). Double loop learning is the means by which this occurs to 

facilitate change and includes “those sorts of organizational inquiry which resolve 

incompatible organizational norms by setting new priorities and weightings of norms, or 

by restructuring the norms themselves together with associated strategies and 

assumptions” (p. 18). 

The team headed by Collinson provides another definition and later refines it in 

subsequent work. Collinson et al. (2006) define organizational learning as “ongoing 
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learning in a deliberate manner with a view to improvements supporting the 

organization’s goals” (p. 107) and they indicate organizational learning provides an 

“avenue for change and an opportunity for continuous renewal from within” (p. 109). 

However, in 2007, Collinson and Cook expand on this definition. They define 

organizational learning as “the deliberate use of individual, group, and system learning to 

embed new thinking and practices that continuously renew and transform the 

organization in ways that support shared aims” (p. 8). 

Collinson and Cook (2007) provide five assumptions which can be associated 

with organizational learning. Organizational learning (p. 32): 

 is multilevel; 

 requires inquiry; 

 relies on shared understandings among members; 

 involves behavioral and cognitive change; and 

 includes embedding new knowledge and practices in organizational theories-

in-use or routines. 

In addition, Collinson et al. (2006) identify six conditions that foster organizational 

learning in schools; two are of interest for this study: prioritizing learning for all 

members and fostering inquiry. 

Fullan (2005) provides a simpler description of organizational learning (although 

he does not expressly refer to it as organizational learning) as building learning into the 

routines of the organization in order to ensure sustainability. He stresses the importance 

of sustainability as “the capacity of a system to engage in the complexities of continuous 
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improvement consistent with deep values of human purpose” (p. ix). He adds that it is 

important for systems to increase the amount of purposeful interaction that the members 

of a system have within and across the various levels of the organization.  

Supovitz (2006), as a result of his long-term case study of one district, also 

acknowledges this relationship between sustainability and the learning organization. In 

his study of the Duval County Florida system’s reform efforts, Supovitz used interviews, 

surveys, and observation to gather data on the success of the efforts. As a result of the 

study he recommends that school systems rethink their roles and responsibilities in 

relationship to school improvement. Educators must adjust their view of change beyond 

that of technical change to one of adaptive change. Adaptive changes are those for which 

a solution is beyond the current knowledge of the system or its individuals. Technical 

changes are those for which the current knowledge exists to solve the problem. Supovitz 

refers to organizational learning as the “engine of sustainability” (p. 160) and a necessary 

component for continuous learning and improvement. Supovitz advocates for the use of 

three dimensions of organizational learning: “(1) fostering individual learning for the 

purposes of the organization; (2) using social interactions as a means of fostering and 

sharing learning across individual and groups; and (3) embedding learning in the rules 

and routines of the organization” (p. 161).  

One way in which educators can use organizational learning, according to 

Supovitz (2006), is to focus collaborative inquiry on creating a shared vision of what 

“powerful teaching and learning looks like inside classrooms” (p. 26). To do so requires 

the adjustment of current beliefs in order to make way for the new vision. This might 
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mean challenging the typical instructional methodologies used by classroom teacher, the 

beliefs about the role of the school and the student, or the content that students must 

master. In order for educators to create a new vision, they must first realize that their 

current beliefs might conflict with their ability to work toward a new vision. 

For clarity and the purposes of this paper, these views of organizational learning 

have been blended into the following operational definition: organizational learning is a 

process by which, in an organization, individuals utilize collective inquiry to create, 

modify, or replace organizational routines or theories-in use in order to sustain an 

environment of continuous improvement.  

Characteristics of Learning Organizations 

Commonalities exist with the three views of organizational learning presented 

here. They all indicate a need to utilize inquiry for the purpose of making both behavioral 

and cognitive changes (Argyris & Schön, 1978; Collinson et al., 2006; Supovitz, 2006). 

Cognitive changes can take place by making changes to the current beliefs about an idea. 

These beliefs have been referred to as organizational maps by Argyris and Schön (1978). 

Behavioral change, or changes in theories-in-use, can occur either before these cognitive 

changes and possibly result in cognitive change, or afterward as a way to put into practice 

new learning (Argyris & Schön, 1978). 

The focus of inquiry is strongly apparent in the views presented previously. 

Argyris and Schön (1978) indicate the importance of collective inquiry to facilitate the 

use of double-loop learning to make changes to theories-in-use. Collinson and Cook 
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(2007) stress that organizational learning “requires” (p. 32) inquiry and that fostering 

inquiry is one role of the organization.  

All views indicate the need to maintain a focus on learning for both the individual 

and shared learning within and across the organization. This learning is facilitated by 

dialogue among the members of the organization, individual and group reflection, and 

purposeful interactions which facilitate both adult learning and the dissemination of 

learning (Collinson et al., 2006; Supovitz, 2006).  

Innovation and Change 

One model of change relevant to this study is that of Rogers (2003). Because the 

classroom walkthrough could be considered an innovation for Presidential School District 

(PSD), understanding Roger’s model is helpful to the understanding of the process used 

by PSD to adopt and implement classroom walkthroughs. Rogers defines the innovation-

decision process as “the process through which an individual (or other decision making 

unit) passes (1) from first knowledge of an innovation, (2) to forming an attitude toward 

the innovation, (3) to a decision to adopt or reject, (4) to implementation of the new idea, 

and (5) to confirmation of this decision” (p. 145).   

According to Rogers (2003) during the knowledge stage, the decision making unit 

is exposed to the existence of the innovation and begins to gain understanding. This stage 

is usually influenced by a perceived need which is consistent with current attitudes and 

beliefs. The persuasion stage is where potential adopters form a favorable or unfavorable 

attitude about the innovation. At this point communication channels can positively or 

negatively influence persuasion. During the decision stage the decision making unit 
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makes a decision to adopt or reject the innovation. Following the decision to adopt is the 

implementation stage in which the adopter puts the innovation into use.  The final stage, 

confirmation, is where the decision making unit seeks reinforcement for the innovation or 

reverses a previous decision to adopt or reject the innovation.  

Leadership  

Leaders can create the environment and set the tone for an effective environment 

of change. In the last quarter century, two major approaches to leadership, instructional 

and transformation, have dominated (Hallinger, 2003). In a review of literature on the 

conceptual development of both instructional and transformational leadership on 

instructional leadership, Hallinger indicates the principal as instructional leader is 

responsible for the coordination, supervision, and development of both curriculum and 

instruction at a school, with a focused goal of improving student outcomes. He cites the 

need to include promoting a school culture of learning for all that is driven by the 

school’s mission. He also acknowledges that the role of instructional leader is not the 

only role assumed by the principal.  

In this same review Hallinger (2003) notes that transformational leadership, 

typically assumes a more shared leadership role. With transformational leadership, 

leadership is more a characteristic of the organization rather than one person, and focuses 

on change from the bottom-up rather than the top-down focus of instructional leadership. 

Hallinger proposes that an integrated form of leadership is potentially the best approach 

for ensuring educational change focused on school improvement, and that the type of 

leadership necessary should match the needs of the school context.  
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Leaders who understand leadership for learning and the change process contribute 

positively to the success of the professional learning community and are better able to 

facilitate change and a learning-oriented environment when the operate in particular 

ways. In this section, the role of leadership when facilitating a culture of change within 

the learning organization is expanded. In each subsection, a description of a different 

study or theory about leadership is included and key findings are highlighted. In the 

summary, comments on similarities and differences between each of the ideas will be 

presented. 

Claims About Successful School Leadership 

Leithwood, Harris, and Hopkins (2008) summarize key components of successful 

school leadership derived from an earlier review of the literature conducted by the 

authors and identify seven claims about successful school leadership. Two are pertinent 

to this research: 

 school leadership is second only to classroom teaching as an influence on 

pupil learning; and 

 almost all successful leaders draw on the same repertoire of basic 

leadership practices. 

Expanding on the second claim, Leithwood et al. (2008) categorize core practices 

into four categories which represent what effective leaders do; however, they 

acknowledge that leaders do not utilize these practices all the time and how they will be 

implemented will vary by context. These four key actions of leading for instructional 

improvement are: (a) building vision and setting directions; (b) understanding and 
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developing people; (c) redesigning the organization; and (d) managing the teaching and 

learning program.  

When leaders build vision and set directions they exhibit a number of behaviors 

(Leithwood et al., 2008). They are responsible for the communication about the vision, 

facilitating identification of the vision and continually articulating that vision. They 

continue to express high expectations for achieving that vision and monitor the 

organization’s performance in relation to the vision. Overall they maintain a focus on the 

vision for all purposes of the organization. 

Effective leaders also understand the needs of people in relationship to the 

organization and themselves and how to develop people for maintaining the vision 

(Leithwood et al., 2008). They offer individualized support to develop the knowledge and 

skills for teachers to participate fully in accomplishing the organization’s goals. They 

also foster intellectual stimulation of the members of the organization and model 

behaviors and practices. 

Successful school leaders facilitate the redesign of the organization (Leithwood et 

al., 2008). They strengthen school culture by building collaborative processes, generating 

productive relationships with families and the community, and facilitating the connection 

of the school with the environment outside the school. They also modify organizational 

structures for the work that must be done to meet the goals of the school. 

Finally, effective school leaders manage the teaching and learning program of the 

school (Leithwood et al., 2008). They create productive working conditions for teachers, 
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are responsible for staffing the school with quality personnel, monitor the programs in 

support of teaching and learning, and buffer staff from outside intrusions on their work. 

Leithwood et al. (2008) acknowledge that these four categories and the practices 

affiliated with them are not always evident in successful leaders. Leaders utilize the 

practices when the context necessitates it and adapt them to the current situation. 

As with the literature on change in education, the literature on the role of 

leadership identifies characteristics of effective leadership but does not address how 

leaders conduct effective leadership. More information is needed on what leaders 

specifically do that fosters inquiry, helps identify and communicate vision and purpose, 

and creates structures which support collegial inquiry. 

Instructional Leadership and Teacher Development 

Blase and Blase (1999) created their Reflection-Growth Model based upon the 

findings from questionnaires completed by 809 teachers participating in leadership 

courses at the university level. This model describes how principals help “develop 

reflective, collaborative, problem-solving contexts for dialogue about instruction” (p. 

355). Their findings indicate that effective principals use processes such as “inquiry, 

reflection, exploration, and experimentation” (p. 359) to help teachers build a variety of 

instructional strategies rather than following prescribed methods. Blase and Blase 

identify two themes that emerged: talking with teachers to promote reflection and 

promoting professional growth. They elaborate on eleven ways in which principals 

accomplish these two themes.  
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Talking with teachers to promote reflection involves five specific behaviors. The 

five strategies help teachers learn to reflect on their own learning and professional 

practice critically (Blase & Blase, 1999). Effective principals made suggestions to 

teachers in both daily interactions and evaluative conversations. They provide feedback 

that is specific, detailed, and focused on classroom behavior in a caring and non-

judgmental way. In addition they praise teachers and discuss student behavior and 

interactions. Effective principals model teaching strategies. They use inquiry to question 

teachers to think reflectively and solicit opinions from teachers about their instruction. 

Principals who promote professional growth do so in six distinctive ways (Blase 

& Blase, 1999). When promoting the growth of teachers they keep the emphasis on 

teaching and learning which is enhanced when the principals also participated with the 

teachers in the learning process. Principals also support collaboration among teachers in 

the study of teaching by providing time for collaboration and modeling teamwork. They 

also promote coaching among teachers. Another way that principals promote professional 

growth is through the encouragement and support of the redesign of programs. 

Key to the successful identification of professional development is data collection 

to inform action research (Blase & Blase, 1999). A fifth strategy that effective principals 

utilize is helping to implement “action research to inform instructional decision making” 

(p. 366). Action research also serves to evaluate whether instructional strategies are 

working. Finally, principals consider the principles of adult learning when planning for 

collaboration, inquiry, and reflection as a part of professional development.  
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The Reflection-Growth Model articulates what principals do to support effective 

instructional leadership and demonstrates the ideas reflected in the teachers who 

identified what works for them (Blase & Blase, 1999). While each teacher described only 

one strategy, the authors identified the themes that emerged from the large number of 

respondents. Blase and Blase (1999) come closer to describing how leaders “develop 

reflective, collaborative, problem-solving contexts for dialogue about instruction” (p. 

355) than the previous studies described. Several strategies identified by Blase and Blase 

are of particular importance to this case study: providing feedback that is specific, 

detailed, and focused on classroom; using inquiry to question teachers to think 

reflectively; and providing time for collaboration and modeling teamwork. 

Principals as Professional Development Leaders 

Drago-Severson (2007) studied a diverse sample of 25 principals from public, 

private, and Catholic schools to identify how they supported teacher learning. Through 

qualitative interviews and document analysis she gathered data and as a result noted that 

principals are not currently “equipped or supported to meet these challenges” (p. 71) of 

helping students prepare for a global knowledge economy. She speculates that in order 

for principals to better support their teachers’ learning they need support in how to do so. 

Through interviews and document analysis she identifies four common practices that 

principals utilize to facilitate the learning of teachers: teaming, providing leadership 

roles, collegial inquiry, and mentoring. That of collegial inquiry supports the research 

questions being investigated in this case study. 
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Drago-Severson (2007) equates collegial inquiry to reflective practice. Collegial 

inquiry centers on reflection about assumptions and values that drive what teachers do in 

order that teachers can better support student learning by making the necessary changes 

to do so. Collegial inquiry can occur through public discourse, private reflection, and 

collaborative goal-setting and evaluation.  

There are several commonalities to these studies cited previously in this section. 

All mention the importance of goals and a focus on teaching and learning as driving 

forces for teacher development (Blase & Blase, 1999; Drago-Severson, 2007; Leithwood 

et al. 2008). This fits with Fullan’s (2001) notion of moral purpose as the guiding force 

for change. Leithwood et al. (2008) cite the importance of developing people and 

redesigning the organization; while these concepts are implied with the other examples.  

Commonalities more important to this case study include the focus of inquiry and 

reflection on teacher development (Blase & Blase, 1999; Drago-Severson, 2007). 

Principals who provide opportunities for dialogue, conversation, and collaboration 

facilitate inquiry and reflection. In addition, the feedback that principals provide to 

teachers, through their observations and informal conversations, also facilitates teacher 

growth and the ability to improve instruction (Blase & Blase, 1999). Leithwood et al. 

(2008) also stress the importance of developing people. 

The next sections elaborates on information about the role of professional 

learning as it pertains to both teachers and leaders and on the idea of inquiry as it pertains 

to professional learning and implementation of new ideas.  
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Professional Learning 

Educators would be hard-pressed to find information that negates the importance 

of professional development; although the notion of the focus of professional 

development is currently experiencing a dramatic change, from a focus on formal 

professional development to a focus on job-embedded professional learning. 

Traditionally, professional development has been focused on providing opportunities for 

learning to educators, while more recently the focus has moved to professional learning 

which implies that learning has occurred. Wei et al. (2009) state that the “kind of high-

intensity, job-embedded, collaborative learning that is most effective is not a common 

feature of professional development across most states, districts, and schools in the 

United States”  (p. iii). In other words, professional development, traditionally, does not 

always lead to professional learning. For the purposes of this study, the term professional 

learning rather than professional development will be used.  

Wei et al. (2009) advocate for a cycle of continuous improvement facilitated by a 

culture of learning and structures for learning and implore that only when in place will 

we build teachers’ capacity for instructional improvement. This type of instructional 

improvement is most likely to happen when teachers are engaged collaboratively to 

deepen their knowledge of content and instructional practices. In addition, when 

designing professional learning opportunities for teachers, the experiences should 

consider how teachers learn, and should be sustained and intense (Wei et al., 2009). 

Job-embedded professional learning can take on a variety of formats (Wei et al., 

2009). Peer observations of practice provide teachers the opportunity to share feedback 
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and assist one another with instructional improvement. Wei et al.’s (2009) investigation 

of professional development did not specifically address the role of the principal in 

teacher professional development but rather looked at what currently exists and made 

recommendations based on that information combined with successful programs found 

elsewhere in the world. For the purpose of this study, I have assumed that the value of 

peer observation could also be extended to supervisor observation and feedback.  

In order for principal feedback to positively inform conversations with teachers it 

is necessary that instructional leaders within a system have a common picture of effective 

instructional delivery (Ovando, 2005). Ovando (2005) cites that more research is needed 

in how to develop that common understanding as “few have focused on how aspiring 

school administrators may develop the specific instructional leadership skills needed to 

deliver” (p. 171) that feedback.  

Another form of job-embedded professional learning is the professional learning 

community. Professional learning communities are avenues for analyzing student work 

and student data to reflect on successes or challenges and inform instructional decision 

making for future teaching (Wei et al., 2009) and provide another arena for dialogue and 

inquiry. Classroom walkthroughs are one avenue for gathering data and informing 

discussions among teachers or between teacher and supervisor (City et al., 2009; Downey 

et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). 

Desimone (2009) reminds educators that there are a number of experiences in 

which teachers engage that fall under the traditional concept of professional development. 

She attempts to answer several questions about professional development in order to 
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propose a conceptual framework that would enable researchers to “elevate the quality of 

professional development studies and subsequently the general understanding of how best 

to shape and implement teacher learning opportunities for the maximum benefit to both 

teachers and students” (p. 181):  

What counts as professional development? 

What purposes could a core conceptual framework serve, and what such 

framework is supported by research? 

What are the implications for modes of inquiry in casual studies of teacher 

learning? 

To answer these questions, Desimone (2009) reviewed available literature and 

identified five core features that typically reflect professional development for teachers: 

content focus, active learning, coherence, duration, and collective participation. Active 

learning and duration are of particular importance to this study. Active learning, 

according to Desimone can involve teachers being observed, either by other teachers or a 

supervisor, and receiving feedback about that teaching as well as engaging in discussion.  

Duration refers to professional development that extends over long periods of time rather 

than one-time events or short-term workshops.  

Desimone’s (2009) model suggests that when research recognizes a set of core 

features of professional development that influence teacher knowledge and skills, 

teachers will exhibit changes in attitudes and beliefs that will result in instructional 

change. When teachers enact instructional changes student learning improves (Desimone, 

2009).  
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The case study I conducted is the type of job-embedded professional development 

that could fulfill these requirements. It involves the active learning of teachers and 

operates with the extended duration mentioned by Desimone (2009). 

Inquiry 

Leaders can facilitate professional learning by providing collaborative 

opportunities for inquiry through reflection and dialogue. Drago-Severson (2007) 

identifies collegial inquiry as “dialogue that centers on reflecting on one’s assumptions 

and values as a part of the learning process” (p. 103). This process provides opportunities 

for members of an organization to listen and learn from others through public dialogue, 

private reflection, collaborative goal-setting, and engagment in conflict resolution 

(Drago-Severson, 2007). Fullan (2001) goes as far as to say that “the absence of conflict 

can be a sign of decay” (p. 74). Blase and Blase (1999) also stress the importance of 

using inquiry to promote reflection as a part of their reflection growth model all the while 

maintaining the focus on teaching and learning. 

Dialogue is an important aspect of inquiry. It is through dialogue that members 

become aware of how their assumptions and values may interfere with their ability to see 

a different picture or possibility (Argyris & Schön, 1978; Drago-Severson, 2007). Inquiry 

is part of how individuals and organizations move from single-loop learning to double-

loop learning (Collinson & Cook, 2007). With single-loop learning, individuals or 

organizations apply what they already know to a given situation to result in becoming 

better at doing something, for example, getting more children proficient on a particular 

topic. With double-loop learning, organizational changes result when individuals realize 
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that their current theories-in-use conflict with success. Collinson and Cook (2007) 

indicate that collective inquiry and double-loop-learning have the potential to increase the 

organization’s problem-finding and problem-solving abilities, and the potential to result 

in changes in underlying beliefs or assumptions which affect one’s perceptions about a 

particular solution to a problem. 

The classroom walkthrough provides a framework for reflection and dialogue to 

take place and a way to identify how principals facilitate the collection of classroom 

walkthrough data and the use of that data to inform collegial inquiry. 

The Classroom Walkthrough 

The classroom walkthrough has recently been identified as a way to build a 

collaborative culture that embeds adult learning in the routines and practices of the 

organization (City et al., 2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). 

This strategy is a means to gather data to inform collaborative, reflective conversations 

about curriculum and instruction for the purpose of school improvement (City et al., 

2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). It is not meant to be 

evaluative.  

The research on the classroom walkthrough as a tool for instructional 

improvement and professional growth of educators is in its infancy. A review of research 

found a few studies focused on perceptions of its effectiveness and outcomes of its 

implementation (Freedman, 2007; Koeperich, 2008; Rossi, 2007; Skretta, 2008). Various 

approaches to the classroom walkthrough exist; however, some common features appear 

in all versions.  
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In the following sections, I present some of the limited research on classroom 

walkthrough and describe three variations of the classroom walkthrough commonly noted 

in the recent literature. This investigation of the classroom walkthrough process utilized 

by PSD should reveal aspects of the three classroom processes described here. 

Research on Classroom Walkthroughs 

Limited research on classroom walkthroughs is available (David, 2007). Searches 

in both ProQuest Dissertations and online journal databases at the University of Arizona 

found four research studies addressing classroom walkthroughs. David (2007)identifies 

several reasons for the lack of sufficient evidence to support classroom walkthroughs: (a) 

great variety in the definition of a classroom walkthrough; (b) differences in the time 

spent in a classroom; (c) differences in the focus unit, whether it be a picture of one 

teacher through multiple visits or a school through visits to multiple teachers; and (d) 

differences in the procedure utilized to conduct a walkthrough.  

Freedman (2007) conducted a study of both teachers and principals to determine 

the impact of classroom walkthroughs on the professional relationships of teachers and 

principals, teachers’ feelings of self-efficacy, and increased reflective conversations 

between principals and teachers. Freedman found that the walkthroughs made principals 

more aware of the instruction in their buildings and had a positive impact on 

principal/teacher relationships. However, the collection of data to inform reflective 

conversations with teachers did not appear to increase their frequency overall. Teachers 

in general did, however, indicate the value of frequent and specific feedback. Freedman 

attributed that inconsistency to several factors: (a) principals comfort level with 
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conducting reflective conversations with teachers, (b) the use of classroom walkthroughs 

as an initiative rather than a change of practice embedded in the organization, and (c) 

limited sharing of the initiative prior to implementation with the teachers.  

Skretta (2008) investigated principal perceptions about the use of the walkthrough 

and the outcomes that resulted from its use. Skretta surveyed 91 public secondary school 

principals in Nebraska through a web based survey asking questions about the frequency, 

format, and perceived outcomes of classroom walkthroughs. He found that principals 

perceived that the use of classroom walkthroughs improved the relationships that they 

had with teachers. He also indicated the importance of providing written feedback to the 

effectiveness of the use of the walkthrough as a means to improve the quality of 

instruction. 

In a study of principal perceptions of the use of classroom walkthroughs as a 

means to increase students achievement, Rossi (2007) interviewed seven principals and 

five teachers about their perceptions of the impact of the classroom walkthrough on 

student achievement and instructional improvement. Rossi found that principals 

perceived the walkthrough to increase test scores. In addition, Rossi identified two 

unanticipated findings. First, principals who conducted frequent walkthroughs were more 

aware of the classroom instruction in their buildings. This led to a second unanticipated 

finding; principals had a better understanding of the professional development needs of 

the teaching staff. Both findings indicate improvement in the ability of the principal as an 

instructional leader. 
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Koeperich (2008) investigated the effects of classroom walkthrough observations 

on teachers’ professional growth and confidence in teaching ability. The walkthroughs 

were considered a treatment conducted between pre and post surveys of teachers. Pre and 

post survey data were collected from 101 teachers from a rural school district in Arizona. 

Koeperich found that the walkthroughs had a positive effect on teacher confidence about 

their instruction and improved relationships between teachers and their building 

principal. In addition, in response to an open-ended question, teachers indicated the need 

of frequent feedback as a means to insure improvement of their use of research-based 

instructional strategies.  

Of the four studies reviewed, two focus on principal perceptions of the 

effectiveness of the classroom walkthrough (Rossi, 2007; Skretta, 2008) and one on a 

combination of perceptions and confidence levels of teachers about their instruction 

(Keoperich, 2008). All four studies indicate the need for frequent feedback as a means to 

instructional improvement. Three indicate that classroom walkthroughs positively 

influence teacher/principal relationships (Freedman, 2007; Skretta, 2008; Koeperich, 

2008). These relationships are seen as helpful to conducting reflective conversations; 

however, as noted by Freedman, principals must be comfortable having these 

conversations or the data essentially becomes useless.  

It is interesting the note the common mention of the importance of feedback in the 

instructional improvement process. Feedback is a key element to inform collegial 

discussions that lead to changes in instruction. In addition, Koeperich (2008) indicated 

the need to conduct research on effective supervision models such as the classroom 
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walkthrough; and Rossi (2007) suggested a study of district implementation of classroom 

walkthroughs. 

The studies reveal some positive findings about walkthroughs. Two indicate a 

positive influence on principal/teacher relationships (Freedman, 2007; Skretta, 2008); 

Freedman found that they made principals more aware of instruction in their schools; 

Koeperich (2008) noted a positive effect on teacher confidence; and Rossi (2007) 

indicated that principals have a better understanding of professional development needs 

as a result of conducting classroom walkthroughs. None of the studies on classroom 

walkthroughs, however, provide any information about how walkthroughs are conducted 

or the characteristics of the walkthroughs. This study is designed to fill that void. 

In the following subsections three classroom walkthrough methods are described 

and similarities and differences among them identified. Each was chosen because they 

are extensively described in books devoted to their description and instructions for their 

use. All three are based on the assumption that in order for instructional change to take 

place, instruction must be continually revisited in relationship to student learning.  

Other classroom walkthroughs are available; however, because they are available 

for purchase, limited information is available on publisher websites. Full information is 

obtained by contacting the publisher or purchasing the product. Therefore, I have not 

included their walkthroughs in this description. Highlights of the three models are 

included in the subsequent sections and in Table 1. 
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The Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through  

The Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through (Downey et al., 2004), also referred 

to as the Downey Walkthrough, is the most commonly known to educators. It was created 

by Downey as the result of an evolution of practice over her 30 year career and readings 

about what is needed for change in education. The Downey Walkthrough is a short 

focused observation to gather information about curriculum taught and instructional 

teaching decisions that teachers make. A coaching focus is taken by the principal who 

gathers data to share with the teacher to inform a reflective conversation. The driving 

force of the Downey Walkthrough is professional growth with an ultimate goal of 

improved student achievement.  

The Downey Walkthrough does not utilize a formal written protocol; however, it 

does follow a prescribed sequence of five steps. Notes are taken by the observer. 

Technology as a tool is not mentioned in the information provided by Downey et al. 

(2004). The first step in the Downey Walkthrough is the identification of student 

orientation to work. Prior to entering the classroom the observer, usually the principal, 

takes an immediate notation of the student orientation to work. This can be accomplished 

in the classroom, if needed, but should occur prior to any disruption that occurs with the 

entrance of the observer into the classroom. Student orientation to work assesses what the 

students are doing in relationship to the teacher and includes listening and interacting 

with the teacher, working alone, or working with other students. 

The second step is the determination of the curricular decision points and involves 

three components. The observer determines, to the best of her ability without interrupting 
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the instruction, the three components for the observed lesson. The first component is the 

content objective: what skill, knowledge, concept, or process is the focus of the lesson. 

This information will be used to determine alignment with the prescribed curriculum after 

the visit. The second component is the context of the objective or the conditions under 

which the learning occurs. This could include the materials, the student mode of 

response, specific vocabulary, and information provided to students. The third and final 

component, curricular decision point, identifies the cognitive type of learning using 

Bloom’s Taxonomy: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, or 

evaluation (Downey et al., 2004). At some point following the observation, the observer 

will calibrate the observed objective with the grade level content expectations to 

determine alignment with expected standards. 

Instructional decision points are the third step of the Downey Walkthrough. 

Practices that the teacher utilizes to teach the objectives such as grouping strategies, use 

of non-linguistic representations, assessment strategies, and questioning are noted. At this 

point, the observer also notes any district or school level focus that is utilized during the 

visit as well as any subject-specific strategies (Downey et al., 2004).  

The fourth and fifth steps involve collection of data about the classroom 

environment and any safety or health issues evident in the classroom. Student work and 

resources displayed can provide additional information about objectives taught. These 

steps may not be a part of every walkthrough (Downey et al., 2004).  

With the Downey Walkthrough, follow up with the teacher may not occur after 

every visit. The focus of the reflective conversation is meant to be on teacher decision 
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making rather than on teacher actions, with a goal of influencing teacher thinking and 

with an intended result of influencing teacher behavior and student achievement.  

UCLA School Management Program Walk-Through Protocol 

Martinez-Miller and Cervone (2008) define the classroom walkthrough as a 

structure to establish and maintain a sustainable professional learning community focused 

on school improvement and ultimately on student achievement. This structure is part of a 

cycle of improvement centered on the vision of a desired future. The protocol was 

developed by the members of the UCLA School Management Program as a result of 

many years of work by school practitioners.  

Walkthroughs, according to Martinez-Miller and Cervone (2008), are teacher led 

and conducted. They may include the principal who participates initially as an observer 

and moves to a participant when staff is ready; however, the principal is critical in the 

endorsement and support of the process. The basic assumption that inquiry drives 

improvement fuels the process. The protocol provides “processes and structures that 

ground conversations and observations in inquiry” (Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008, p. 

19) rather than on judgment. 

The walkthrough protocol includes three parts (Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 

2008). Before the walk, participants agree on norms and identify a focus question. During 

the walk participants collect evidence on the observation recording form of students 

engaged in learning. After the walk participants explore the evidence collected, reflect on 

its meaning, and identify next steps. As with the Downey Walkthrough, technology as a 

tool is not mentioned. 
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The process identified by Martinez-Miller and Cervone (2008) provides a way to 

gain understanding of the results of teacher practice through identification of patterns and 

trends that surface. This information can then be utilized to inform the inquiry into these 

patterns and trends through reflective conversations. By focusing on what children do and 

say during the walk, teachers can generate questions about what consititues effective 

teaching practice. 

Instructional Rounds 

Instructional Rounds is “an explicit practice designed to bring discussions of 

instruction directly into the process of school improvement” (City et al., 2009) and stems 

from a collaboration of the Connecticut Superintendents’ Network to improve their 

districts. Instructional Rounds is founded on the model of medical rounds utilized by 

medical schools to help physicians learn together about effective medical practice. In this 

instance, practice is a set of protocols and processes that are utilized to observe, analyze, 

and discuss how instruction influences student learning within an environment of school 

improvement (City et al., 2009).  

The focus of Instructional Rounds is on a common problem of practice identified 

across the institution. Everyone involved in the instructional improvement of the district, 

is involved in the process: superintendent, principals, and teachers. By including district 

level administrators and the superintendent, alignment of budget and resources can be 

facilitated, and alignment with district goals can be ensured.  

A basic premise of the Instructional Rounds model is that everyone is collectively 

responsible for instructional improvement and student achievement. Several assumptions 
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are built into the Instructional Rounds model: (a) good teaching is a set of practices that 

can be learned; (b) everyone’s practice should be subject to critique and improvement; 

and (c) all students can learn at high levels and teachers are capable of helping them do 

so (City et al., 2009). The work is founded on the double-looping ideas of Argyris and 

Schön (1978). How persons within an organization act--their theories-in-use--can be 

revised to fit more closely with their theories-of-action through reflective practice. 

Argyris and Schön identify this process as double-loop learning. 

The Instructional Rounds process follows four steps. First, participants identify a 

problem of practice which connects to the broader school improvement focus of the 

district or school. The problem should focus on the instructional core, be directly 

observable, and if utilized to its fullest, would make a significant difference for students 

(City et al., 2009). For example, observers might choose to focus on documenting the 

ways in which teachers teach literary strategies.  

The second step is the actual observation of practice. At this point participants are 

collecting data about the problem of practice that are specific, descriptive, and related to 

the instructional core. Teams of observers scatter throughout the school observing various 

classrooms. Teams visit different classrooms collecting data about the same problem of 

practice (City et al., 2009). 

Following the actual observations, the teams reconvene and conduct an 

observation debrief. At this stage of the process, the participants review the evidence of 

all observations together. They describe and analyze the data. They then predict the 
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learning that can be expected based upon the observation, description, and analysis (City 

et al., 2009). 

The final step is to identify the next level of work. At this point it is important to 

identify the resources and support that teachers will need to move to the next level of 

work. This is also when solutions are proposed and actions are recommended (City et al., 

2009). 

Similarities and Differences in Three Walkthrough Models 

The similarities and differences among the three classroom walkthroughs are 

highlighted here (see Table 1); however, it should be noted that all three exist with the 

intent to facilitate growth in student achievement through changes to instructional 

delivery and decision-making.  

Disagreement about the length of the walkthrough exists between the three 

models, ranging from two minutes to twenty minutes. Two models are structured to allow 

teams to collect data in multiple rooms over a short period of time followed by a group 

debrief in which team members discuss data collected (City et al., 2009; Martinez-Miller 

& Cervone, 2008). In each case the teams may include a combination of school personnel 

and outside personnel such as other district personnel. None of the three indicates an 

exact number of necessary observations; however, the Three-Minute Classroom Walk-

Through model involves data collection, over time, of teachers by the building principal 

to inform individual conversations with classroom teachers that occur following every 

eight to ten observations (Downey et al., 2004) and all indicate that multiple observations 

are necessary. Instructional Rounds and the Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through  
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Table 1 

 

Comparison of Three Classroom Walkthrough Models 

  The Three-Minute 

Classroom Walk-

Through 

Instructional Rounds UCLA School 

Management Program 

Walk-Through Protocol 

Definition A short focused 

observation to gather 

information about 

curriculum taught and 

instructional teaching 

decisions that teachers 

make 

 An explicit practice 

designed to bring 

discussions of instruction 

directly into the process of 

school improvement  

A structure to establish 

and maintain a 

sustainable professional 

learning community 

focused on school 

improvement  

Duration 2-3 min. 20 min. 5-7 min.  

 

Supervisory or 

Group  

Individual feedback, either 

direct or indirect, or 

reflective conversation  

Group conducts and 

discusses 

Group conversations 

Who 

participates? 

Principal (implied) 

observes teacher 

 

 Anyone involved in 

instruction 

 Superintendent 

 Principal 

 Central administrators 

 Teachers 

 Teacher led 

 Principal as observer 

 

Number of visits  Multiple 

 Specific number not 

defined 

 Multiple 

 Specific number not 

defined 

 Multiple 

 Specific number not 

defined 

Protocol 

features/ 

Steps 

No protocol-just jot notes 

Five steps (p. 21 of book): 

1. Orientation to Student 

Work-2 sec. outside 

room 

2. Curricular Decision 

Points 

3. Instructional Decision 

Points 

4. Walk the Walls 

5. Safety and Health Issues 

  

Follow up does not occur 

after every visit 

Four-step process: 

1. Identify a problem of 

practice 

2. Observe, collect data 

3. Debrief 

4. Focus on the next level of 

work 

  

Larger group divides into 

smaller groups who each 

visit 4-5 classrooms for 20 

min. each then reconvene 

as a larger group for 

debriefing 

  

Three parts: 

 Before-agree on norms 

and focus question 

 During-collect 

evidence 

 After-explore evidence, 

reflect on meaning, 

decide next steps: could 

be professional reading, 

learning together, 

investigating a best 

practice, reflective 

conversations 
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involve direct participation of the principal, while in the UCLA model the principal acts 

as an observer until the team is ready for collaborative participation from the principal.  

When conducting the Three-Minute Classroom Walk-Through, there is no formal 

written protocol that observers use in order to record observations; however, there are 

five steps that the observer follows to guide note-taking (Downey et al., 2004). The 

UCLA model and Instructional Rounds both follow a process that involves identifying a 

problem of practice or focus question prior to observations, gathering evidence during the 

observation, and meeting to discuss the information gathered (City et al., 2009; Martinez-

Miller & Cervone, 2008).  

A key commonality between the three models is the focus on instructional 

improvement rather than formal evaluation (City et al., 2009; Downey et al., 2004; 

Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). This is facilitated by a structure that includes utilizing 

evidence from observations to inform collegial inquiry into instructional strategies, 

student work, and teacher decision-making about instructional moves (City et al., 2009; 

Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). Additionally, all three operate 

with the intent to improve instruction with an indirect goal of increased student 

achievement. 

While classroom walkthroughs have been proposed as a tool for instructional 

improvement and organizational change to support school improvement (City et al., 

2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008), the limited research and 

the lack of agreement on the concept indicate that more information is needed to help 

determine the best plan for implementation and success. This study begins to fill that gap.  
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Summary 

Educators can no longer approach educational change as a single-loop learning 

process. Educational change should be approached as a double-loop learning process; one 

in which factors such as leadership, change, organizational learning, professional 

learning, and the role of inquiry are considered together as a system and results in new 

understandings about that which is being investigated. The discussion frequently overlaps 

and makes it difficult to identify one as having a more important role than the others. 

This illustrates both the complexity of understanding change initiatives in education and 

the factors that contribute to their success. However, by studying features of a change 

initiative such as the classroom walkthrough it was anticipated that one more piece of the 

giant picture of what it takes to be successful in education would be evident: the role that 

leadership and learning together play in the successful implementation of a district 

initiative that is designed to create instructional change across the district. 

The methods used in this study are described in Chapter 3. In addition, the school 

district in which the study was conducted, characteristics of the three schools and their 

leaders, and the procedures that were utilized to conduct the study are identified. In 

addition, I describe a pilot study that that I conducted prior to the study. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS 

School administrators continue to be challenged by the need to facilitate 

instructional change in response to the increased focus on accountability. Observation of 

teaching and providing feedback to teachers is one avenue for identifying and addressing 

needed change. Administrators may include the use of classroom walkthroughs to guide 

inquiring conversations about effective instruction as one component of teacher 

supervision and school improvement. Classroom walkthroughs serve as a data gathering 

process that provides the information upon which to base inquiring conversations that 

lead to instructional improvement. This investigation of classroom walkthroughs seeks to 

answer the questions:  

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

The purpose of the study is to explore how building and central administrators in 

a small, suburban school district use classroom walkthrough data to influence 

conversations and their understanding of the definition of good teaching and to improve 

their ability to help teachers improve instruction. The perspectives of the elementary 

school principals, as well as teachers at one elementary school, are included in the 

investigation. This chapter describes the methods of this study.  
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Case study was chosen for this research project for several reasons. A case study 

allows the researcher to gather information to describe a phenomenon, in this case the 

classroom walkthrough and its use, as well as lends itself to the investigation of the 

experience of those who participate in a phenomenon within the natural setting of the 

participants (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Yin, 2003). Case study allows the researcher to 

investigate the interactions between participants that facilitate or deter from the 

successful use of the classroom walkthrough as a tool for informing conversations about 

instructional improvement. Additionally, case study was chosen after consideration of the 

three conditions identified by Yin (2003): “(a) the type of the research question posed, (b) 

the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events, and (c) the degree 

of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events” (p. 5). Research questions that 

focus on how and why are more exploratory in nature and lend themselves to case study 

research (Yin, 2003).  

Exploring the ways in which administrators utilize dialogue and inquiry to 

monitor and adjust the classroom walkthrough process and to inform conversations about 

instructional improvement fits with the second and third conditions identified by Yin 

(2003). The study involves identifying this use based in a contemporary context rather 

than an historical context. In this study an examination of the structures and processes, 

both at the district level and site level, which facilitate the use of inquiry in the 

development of the walkthrough is conducted.  

 While other qualitative methods (survey, interview, and archival analysis) also 

meet the conditions identified by Yin (2003), the case study allows the inclusion of 
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several of the methods in one study and provides a more comprehensive picture of the 

process used to reinvent the classroom walkthrough to meet the needs of the school 

district.  

 The main source of data is in-depth interviews conducted in three phases with 

administrators and teachers. Phase 1 consists of an interview with the associate 

superintendent, Mary Lincoln. Phase 2 includes interviews with four elementary school 

principals to gain background on the initiative, to provide understanding about the 

initiative from the principals’ perspective, and to help in the selection of the study site, 

Jefferson Elementary. During Phase 3 six teacher interviews and an additional interview 

with the principal of Jefferson are conducted to understand the district impact of 

classroom walkthroughs at the school level. 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter and the following chapters the term 

protocol will be used to refer to the classroom walkthrough. The term protocol describes 

both the process used when conducting a walkthrough and defines what evidence will be 

collected and refers to the actual device (whether paper or electronic) used for the 

collection.  

The methods utilized for this study are described in further detail in the following 

sections. First, the pilot study that has informed this research is described. Subsequent 

sections include the context of the study, the participants and their schools, the methods 

used to conduct the study, and the analysis of the data collected. The final section 

provides a summary of the methods utilized. 
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Pilot Study 

I conducted a pilot study for several reasons. First, it allowed for increased 

awareness of the use of walkthroughs addressing the problem of instructional 

improvement. Second, it served as a way to identify the challenges that might be faced by 

the research. And finally, it provided information and understandings to help me organize 

the investigation. For additional information on the pilot study see Appendix K. 

Background Research 

My first step in the pilot study was to understand the various protocols and 

research already available for walkthroughs. I consulted several texts (City et al., 2009; 

Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008), discussed various approaches 

with colleagues, formed a discussion group with other principals, attened a webinar about 

one particular classroom walkthrough, and conducted a web search for available 

walkthrough protocols.  

Through these activities, I discovered that there are many different interpretations 

of both the appropriate protocol and the purpose of conducting classroom walkthroughs. 

Protocol design includes the use of a process of data collection with no formal written 

protocol (Downey et al., 2004), an outline protocol used to collect narrative data (City et 

al., 2009; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008), and checklists focusing of a variety of 

aspects of teaching (Learning Sciences International, 2010). Data collection using the 

protocol also differs. In some instances a single person collects the data to inform a single 

conversation with a teacher (Downey et al., 2004). In others, a team of observers gathers 

data from multiple classrooms to create a picture of instruction across a school (Martinez-
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Miller & Cervone, 2008). City et al. (2009) takes a focus closer to that of the medical 

rounds model. It focuses on problems of practice and reflection as a group to investigate 

how those problems might be addressed.  

One commonality among the various walkthrough models is that all stresses the 

importance of the walkthrough process as part of a larger cycle of improvement of 

instruction. While all indicate that one purpose is this cycle of improvement, one focuses 

on the individual teacher (Downey et al., 2004) while others focus on looking into the 

overall implementation of specific initiatives at the whole school level (City et al., 2009; 

Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). 

Working with Colleagues 

Several years prior to the investigation I participated in a year-long study of 

effective teaching with the elementary administrative group in my district. During this 

time we learned about the features of effective instruction and how to conduct learning-

focused conversations with teachers. We collaborated with one another about the features 

in order to create a common understanding of how these features of instruction would 

present in a classroom observation. 

During the two years prior to the research study, I participated in a study group 

with three other colleagues. Each of us created a walkthrough protocol tailored to the 

features of effective instruction and our school initiatives. We met monthly to discuss 

observations of teachers, how the protocol helped focus the conversations, and where the 

protocol might need revision. These discussions reinforced the notion that one specific 
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protocol would not serve the multiple needs of data collection focused on instructional 

improvement for our different schools.  

In the final year prior to the research study, I participated in another walkthrough 

development group as the leadership component for a grant focusing on mathematics 

instruction. Two other principals, three resource teachers, and I worked to create a 

walkthrough protocol focused uniquely on mathematics instruction. The protocol 

provided for data collection in three areas: content and concepts, learning and pedagogy, 

and the intellectual community as it relates to mathematics.  

Sharing the Protocol with Teachers  

A final step prior to actual utilization of the protocol was sharing the protocol 

with teachers. They provided feedback and asked questions. Teachers were appreciative 

of knowing the specifics of what would be observed when I visited classrooms; however, 

they were also concerned about how the protocol would be used to inform their 

performance evaluations.  

My experience has led me to believe that any protocol should remain a “working 

copy” to allow for changes in school and district initiatives and teacher need.  The 

protocol has also been used for walkthroughs to collect school-wide data to help me 

target areas for professional development with my staff. For some teachers who are ready 

and willing, it has been used it to collect data over several observations and share that 

data in an informal conversation with the teacher. Together the teachers and I look for 

patterns and identify areas of strength and growth.  
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Findings 

I learned several things from the pilot study. First, teachers are reluctant to trust a 

process where principals and teachers work together reviewing data from classroom 

walkthroughs to focus on instructional improvement. The teachers had great difficulty 

separating evaluation from supervision. This might be mitigated to some extent by 

waiting until a strong relationship is established between the principal and teacher. 

However, when a school is struggling with meeting federal and state mandates for test 

scores, waiting may not be possible. In this case, being explicit about the role of the 

classroom walkthrough would be recommended. 

Another finding was the importance of keeping the walkthrough protocol flexible 

and, in some instances, using different protocols for different purposes. My pilot revealed 

several reasons why one might conduct walkthroughs: to gather data throughout a school 

on the implementation of a particular initiative or instructional strategy; to gather 

multiple pieces of data from one classroom over time either to target a content area, 

instructional strategy, or classroom management technique for improvement; and to 

gather multiple pieces of data from a variety of classrooms to help identify professional 

development needs. 

Finally, the importance of using the data as the focal point for the discussion that 

followed the classroom walkthrough(s) was evident. When keeping the focus on the data 

rather than focusing on the teacher, it becomes easier to inquire about the strategies or 

behaviors that might contribute to a particular outcome.  
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These findings helped me formulate appropriate questions for the research 

participants and helped provide a foundation for asking clarifying questions during the 

interview process. They will also allow for a better understanding of the significance of 

the responses when analyzing the data.  

The Research Context 

Prior to identifying the methods that were utilized to conduct the research, it was 

important to understand the larger context and the individual school sites that are a part of 

this study. In this section I describe the school district in which the study was conducted, 

as well as the school sites of the building principals interviewed, and time frame of the 

study. 

Presidential School District  

Presidential School District (PSD) is set in the foothills of a large southwestern 

metropolitan area where the median home value in 2010 was $440,200 and the median 

household income was $65,000, well above the state and national averages (United States 

Census Bureau, n.d.).  The area is largely residential with some commercial property at 

major intersections but no industry visible on the drives to the schools; all four schools 

are in residential areas. Homes are generally large, well maintained and designed to fit in 

with the desert landscape. A few apartment complexes exist in the attendance area of one 

school and also fit in with the desert landscape. Each of the schools is set in the foothills 

with views varying from a panorama of the city to that of a canyon recreation area at the 

base of the mountains. The schools are well kept and reflect the desert architecture and 

color scheme. Offices were decorated with calming colors and student artwork is 
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displayed in a gallery-like manner. All four schools have an open concept campus, with 

classes opening to the outdoors rather than hallways. Buildings and classrooms are well 

marked and office staff greeted me pleasantly and helped me find my way.  

PSD has existed for 80 years. During the 2009-10 school year, 5069 students 

attended seven different K-12 schools, four of which are elementary schools (Arizona 

Department of Education, 2011).  In fiscal year 2010 PSD spent an average of $6915 per 

student (Arizona Department of Education, 2011), $434 less than the average unified 

school district in the state. Ethnicity of the district’s students does not mirror that of other 

districts in the area, nor in the state. Approximately 70% of the district’s students are 

white, 15% Hispanic, 11% Asian American, 2% Black, and less than 1% are Native 

American (Arizona Department of Education, 2011). Only 8.8% of the students in the 

district qualified for free or reduced lunch in October of 2010 (Arizona Department of 

Education, 2011). 

PSD is considered a high-achieving school district. All seven of the district’s 

schools have achieved excelling status on the state’s school performance scale for the 

past eight years, a feat only 14% of Arizona schools reached in 2010. The school district 

website indicates the graduation rate of PSD is 97.5%, and 94% of those graduating 

seniors move on to college (2011). The district takes a strong focus on the development 

of both academic skills and 21
st
 Century Skills.  

The school district, as evidenced by the district website, prides itself as a leader in 

the community in education. The main website mentions a focus on 21
st
 Century 

Learning and the strong status of all of its schools on the state measures of achievement. 
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The website has a clean and welcoming design that is easy to navigate. As an educator in 

the same city as PSD, I am aware of the leadership role that PSD has taken in the 

educational community. They are in the forefront of technology access and lead the 

community in academic achievement for their students. Families of students from other 

districts choose to send their children to PSD because of the reputation for academic 

excellence.  

PSD is led by a superintendent, associate superintendent, and an assistant 

superintendent for 21
st
 Century Learning. Each of the schools involved in the study is led 

by a principal working without an assistant principal. All elementary schools have 

specialists in art, gifted education, music, physical education, reading, Spanish, and 

English language development. In addition, they provide services in exceptional 

education for students with disabilities. 

While the 2011 data shows the district schools to be excelling, in an informal 

meeting with the associate superintendent, she expressed that district personnel realize 

the importance of an increasing focus on instructional improvement for three reasons. 

First, not all children are performing at an excelling level. Next, some children still fail to 

meet the standards set for performance. Finally, the national and state achievement 

targets for remaining a district of excelling schools are increasing in difficulty. For these 

reasons, Associate Superintendent Lincoln made the decision to undertake the classroom 

walkthrough initiative as an avenue for instructional improvement. 

Associate Superintendent Lincoln sought information on available walkthrough 

protocols. She considered iObservation by Marzano and Power Walkthrough by McREL, 
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and chose Power Walkthrough for its less complicated approach, potential for 

adaptability, and reduced cost. The classroom walkthrough initiative began with training 

during the summer of 2009. Initial training was provided by McREL. The central 

administrators and all school principals were introduced to the concept and the 

technology tools that would be used to collect and organize data collected. During the 

2009-2010 school year, both central administrators and building principals met monthly 

to visit classrooms together using the protocol and discuss their findings. Principals 

continued to implement the initiative during the 2010-2011 school year.  

The work with classroom walkthroughs followed two years of work (2007-2009) 

on the creation and refinement of the teacher evaluation tool in PSD. Central 

administrators found that principals were not having as many conversations about 

instruction as needed to positively influence instructional change. In addition, the district 

professional development over the past years had focused long-term on student 

engagement and technology integration. In an informational meeting prior to the start of 

the study Lincoln shared that the decision was made centrally to investigate the 

classroom walkthrough initiative in order to build on these previous learning 

opportunities for administrators and teachers. 

The Schools  

Four elementary schools, all serving students in kindergarten through fifth grades, 

are included in this study. The four schools represent all elementary school children 

attending school in PSD. The demographics of the individual schools are quite similar 
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and closely parallel those of the PSD. Table 2 provides summary information on the 

school demographics of the four elementary schools. 

Table 2 

Elementary School Demographics
a
 

   Ethnicity 

School 

 

No. of 

students 

 

Free/ 

reduced 

lunch 

 

White 

 

Hispanic 

 

Asian 

 

Black 

 

Native 

American 

 

Washington  458 10 64 15 17 3 0 

Adams 572 8 70 17 12 0 0 

Jefferson 497 15 68 15 15 3 0 

Madison 442 12 67 16 13 2 0 

PSD 5069 9 70 15 11 2 1 

State 1,086,047  44 41 3 6 5 

a
Data are reported in percent of total school/district/state population for the 2009-10 school year and is 

obtained from the state department of education website. Percentages reported are rounded. 

 

PSD and the schools included in the study do not represent the general 

demographics of the community nor the state. The four elementary schools are much 

more highly represented by white students and less likely to have a significant number of 

English language learners and students on free or reduced lunch. Additionally, PSD is the 

only public school district in the state where all schools were considered excelling in 

2010. Only one other district came close to this level with all of its regular (excluding 

charter or alternative) schools considered excelling. In recent years the district has seen 

test scores on the state test either maintain or fall slightly.  
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Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 provide information obtained from the school district 

website about the average percentage of students who did not meet, met, and exceeded 

the standard in the spring of 2010 for math, reading, science, and writing, for the grades 

represented by the participating schools, the district, and the state. Reading and math are 

assessed at grades three through five, science at grade four, and writing at grade five. It is 

important to note two things when viewing the data: (a) students who meet the standard 

on the state test are not necessarily meeting all the objectives for that standard, they are 

simply meeting the standard for the “cut point” set for the test; and (b) while a significant 

number of students met the standard of the test set by the state, there are still a small 

percentage who do not meet the standard, varying from 2% to 24%, and a larger 

percentage who have not yet exceeded the standard, varying from 79% to 30% depending 

upon the grade and content area. 

 

Figure 2. Reading results from state test spring 2010 grades 3-5. 
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Figure 3. Writing results from state test spring 2010 grade 5. 

 

Figure 4. Science results from state test spring 2010 grade 4. 
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Figure 5. Mathematics results from state test spring 2010 grades 3-5. 

Overall, according to state achievement measures, the district is faring well. 

However, in a preliminary meeting with Associate Superintendent Lincoln, she indicated 

that administrators in the district would like to move all children into proficiency (meets 
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Although PSD is not representative of the average school district in the state, by 

focusing on the implementation of classroom walkthroughs in a small, high-performing 

district, it is anticipated that the findings would not be influenced by distracting factors 

such as high employee turnover, student disadvantages, or inefficiency of size. However, 
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The Research Participants 
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associate superintendent was the initial contact for PSD, as well as the person who gave 

permission for the study to be conducted in the district. She was also instrumental in the 

coordination of the classroom walkthrough initiative, planning for the professional 

development necessary to provide administrators with the knowledge base about 

classroom walkthroughs and information on how to use the tool, the features of the tool, 

and how to use the technology based data collection software. 

Four elementary school principals, three of whom had participated in the initiative 

since its inception and have been at their schools throughout the initiative, were also 

chosen. Elementary principals were chosen because teachers at this level teach all content 

areas and are more likely to be supervised by the same principal who would provide for 

more consistent expectations for the use of the classroom walkthrough.  

Six teachers from Jefferson Elementary were also interviewed. Recommendations 

by the principal were solicited based upon two criteria: the principal’s perception of their 

willingness to participate and of their growth as a result of the conversations using the 

classroom walkthrough. Teachers represent a range of grade levels and experience and 

includ one reading resource teacher. 

The administrators are all experienced in education and administration, with years 

as an administrator ranging from 12 to 21 and an average of 13.7 years (see Table 3), and 

at least five years teaching prior to becoming an administrator. Teachers experience 

ranged from two years to 35 years with an average of 22.3 years spent teaching (see 

Table 4). 
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All participants expressed desire to be of help and seemed thankful to be chosen 

as a part of the investigation. None seemed to be aware of the time or watched the clock 

during the interview. They were attentive to the questions. The teachers spoke fondly of 

their principal expressing comments such as “I feel trusted” (Teacher 3) and “she is 

amazing, she is just wonderful and I’ve had weak administrators” (Teacher 5). 

Table 3 

Demographics of Administrators 

 Years at 

current 

position 

Years as 

administrator 

Years teaching 

prior to 

administration 

Years with 

school 

district 

Associate 

Superintendent 

Mary Lincoln 

NA 21 NA 32 

 

Principal  

Martha Washington 

7 7 12 19 

 

Principal  

Abigail Adams 

10 12 17 24 

 

Principal  

Martha Jefferson 

(study site) 

9 15.5 5 9 

 

Principal  

Dolley Madison 

2 13 11 2 
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Table 4 

Demographics of Jefferson Teachers  

 Years teaching Years in 

current position 

Years with 

school district 

Teacher 1 2 1 2 

Teacher 2 29 7 20 

Teacher 3 26 25 25 

Teacher 4 31 5 5 

Teacher 5 35 1 35 

Teacher 6 11 6 6 

 

The Principal of the Study Site 

Martha Jefferson, principal of the study site, holds a doctorate in education. She 

has been principal at Jefferson for nine years. Prior to that, she had spent four years as a 

middle school principal, two and a half years as a high school principal, three years 

teaching at the college level, and five years as a teacher.  She had a quiet demeanor and 

welcomed me warmly into her office. She was thoughtful and succinct in her answers to 

my questions. Principal Jefferson was very complimentary and respectful of her staff 

throughout the interview, frequently referring to them as colleagues with comments such 

as “I feel like we have a wonderful, positive working relationship with colleagues 

(teachers) here;” “it’s about developing relationships, I think and trying to build some 

trust with brand new colleagues (staff);” and when referring to the office staff, “I make 

sure my office colleagues know, this is walkthrough time, do not schedule a parent 
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meeting or… I've talked with my office colleagues about the fact that we always offer up 

to parents that are upset, a before or after school time if possible.” 

The Teachers 

All six teachers were willing and eager to participate in the interviews. They 

responded quickly to my emails, welcomed me into their classrooms with pride, and were 

thoughtful in their responses. Teacher 1, a second grade teacher, was young, Anglo, and 

just two years out of college, and teaching her second year for Jefferson. She was lively 

and provided short, direct answers. She indicated that her best professional development 

in her first two years of teaching was the opportunities to get feedback and reflect when 

others had visited her classroom.  

Teacher 2, a veteran teacher of 29 years, had been with the district for 20 of those 

years and at the school for seven. She was currently a K-5 reading specialist. Her 

previous teaching experiences included two years at middle school and 15 years in first 

and second grades. Her interview answers were focused and on topic. She indicated she 

was a self-directed learner and preferred professional reading and book study groups as 

forms of professional development. 

Teacher 3 was with another veteran teacher. She had spent 25 of her 26 years of at 

Jefferson teaching kindergarten through second grades. She was currently working on a 

doctorate at the local state university. She had a positive attitude throughout the 

interview. She indicated that her university coursework and professional reading were the 

most beneficial professional development to her learning.  
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Teacher 4, a third grade teacher, was in her fifth year at Jefferson and with the 

school district. She had been a teacher for 31 years, previously in first through fourth 

grades and as an exceptional education teacher. She had salt and pepper hair, talked fast, 

had lots of energy, and strayed from topic during the interview. She was proud, almost 

boastful, of her contributions as a teacher.  

Teacher 5 was with the only man to be interviewed. He was the most experienced 

in the group with 35 years in teaching. His current position was as a teacher of a fourth 

and fifth grade combination class. He still had enthusiasm for teaching even though he 

mentioned he was retirement eligible, and he wanted to continue teaching. He was 

confident, knowledgeable, humble, and the most complimentary about his principal. He 

mentioned always being on the “cutting edge” of teaching, constantly with forward 

momentum. He preferred the “high-caliber” professional development provided by 

national presenters such as Robert Marzano, Madeline Hunter, and Deborah Pickering, 

but also mentioned that the value of professional development depended on the presenter. 

Teacher 6 was a kindergarten teacher who had been teaching for 11 years, 10 of 

those in kindergarten, and with the district for six years. She was tall, and confident. Her 

room was very child centered. We sat at the student tables; her Smartboard and other 

student materials were all at levels available to children. 

Contacting the Participants 

I was made aware of the initiative by a university professor during coursework for 

a degree in educational leadership. Initial contact with Associate Superintendent Lincoln 

about the project occurred by email. During the initial information meeting she explained 
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the initiative and its intended purpose, gave verbal approval for the research to move 

forward, and suggested an initial meeting with each of the four elementary principals to 

explain the research and determine their willingness to participate.  

Prior to my contact with principals she emailed each principal to inform them of 

the research project. Initial contacts with the principals were also made by email. An 

information meeting was held with each principal and a follow up by email to confirm 

interest in the project was conducted. Contact for the research interviews was initially 

conducted by email which included an inquiry for how each participant preferred to 

proceed with future contact.   

Design 

Case study was chosen as the method of data collection to understand the district 

implementation of classroom walkthroughs from the perspective of elementary school 

principals and of teachers at one school as a representative sample of the four elementary 

schools in PSD. The study is bounded in the district context to better understand the role 

of the district’s influence on the success of the initiative (Yin, 2003).  

 Approval for the study was obtained from the University of Arizona’s Human 

Subjects Research and Institutional Review Board. Prior to data gathering, district 

approval was given by Associate Superintendent Lincoln to conduct the study. In 

addition, each participant was provided with the informed consent form prior to the first 

interview. 

The primary data collection was completed in three phases of interviews with the 

associate superintendent, four elementary principals, and six classroom teachers (see 
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Appendices B, C, & F). Phase 1 consisted of an interview with Mary Lincoln, associate 

superintendent, to gain a district perspective and provide background on the walkthrough 

initiative. Phase 2 included the four principal interviews to facilitate identification of the 

study site, Jefferson Elementary, and to understand the district impact at the principal 

level. Six teacher interviews and an additional interview with Martha Jefferson, principal 

of the study site, completed Phase 3. These interviews provided additional information 

about the district impact of the walkthrough initiative at the school and classroom level.  

A modification of Seidman’s three-interview series was employed (2006). In 

place of the first interview, a demographic survey was conducted by email (see Appendix 

A and Appendix E). This survey is described in the following sub-section. In-depth 

interviews were conducted with the associate superintendent, the principals of 

Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison Elementary Schools, and six teachers at 

Jefferson Elementary School were selected following the initial principal interviews.  

In-depth interview was chosen as the method of data collection because it utilizes 

open-ended questions that allow the researcher to explore the phenomena surrounding the 

concept being investigated (Seidman, 2006). The initial interview proposed by Seidman 

(2006) helps place the participant’s experience in the larger context of the initiative. In 

order to honor the time involved for each participant and to minimize the intrusion on 

their schedules the first interview was replaced by an email survey. 

Seidman (2006) calls for a second interview to explore the actual lived 

experience, in this case, the conversations that follow data collection using the classroom 

walkthrough. For the purposes of this study this interview will be referred to as the first 
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interview. The third interview suggested by Seidman provides the participant the 

opportunity to reflect on the meaning of the experience. This interview only took place 

for Martha Jefferson as a separate interview.  

Administrator Interviews 

The initial Phase 1 interview was with Mary Lincoln, Associate Superintendent of 

PSD. This interview focused on the background leading up to the walkthrough initiative, 

her participation in the initiative, and her perceptions of the current state of the initiative. 

Phase 2 included nterviews with each principal focused on the experiences of 

each participant observing teachers, gathering data, having conversations with one 

another about those observations and data, and using the data collected to conduct 

inquiring conversations with teachers about elements of effective instruction. In addition, 

information was sought about conversations they had begun to have with teachers to 

inquire into effective instruction. Particular attention was paid to conversations that took 

place, whether formally or informally; how dialogue and inquiry about data inform 

conversations about instructional change; and how the classroom walkthrough initiative 

has changed the conversations about instruction. 

During Phase 2, one interview was conducted with each principal to gather 

information concerning specific incidents or examples of conversations that they had 

observed or participated in about the classroom walkthrough process, changes to the 

protocol, and instructional change. From these initial interviews the principal of Jefferson 

Elementary School, Martha Jefferson, was chosen to participate in an additional 

interview and her school was identified as the target site for the teacher interviews. The 
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identification of Jefferson as the site was based on the data gathered at the principal 

interviews indicating which site met the criteria of the greatest commitment to using the 

classroom walkthrough as a tool for conversations that result in instructional 

improvement.  

Initial principal interviews took place in early fall of 2011 during Year 3 of the 

initiative. Scheduling was accomplished through email. Interviews were approximately 

55 minutes in duration. Interviewees were offered the opportunity to provide any 

additional information they felt might be helpful at the end of each interview. A brief 

demographic survey (see Appendix A) was included in the confirmation email and 

included questions to gather information about each participant’s educational history as a 

principal at their current school, in PSD, and other relevant educational work.  

At the end of Phase 3 a second interview was conducted with Martha Jefferson to 

ask more specific questions, although still open-ended, about where, when, and how 

conversations are conducted with other principals and teachers. In addition, during that 

interview the participant was asked to reflect on the role of inquiry-focused conversations 

and their influence on teaching. 

Teacher Interviews and Survey 

Phase 3 teacher interviews were scheduled and conducted in a similar manner to 

the administrator interviews and survey. Initial contact was made by email which 

included a demographic survey (see Appendix E)  to be returned either electronically or 

printed and shared with the researcher. Teachers participated in one interview rather than 

two. The survey replaced the initial interview recommended by Seidman’s (2006) and the 
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two subsequent interviews were combined into one. I presumed that teachers would be 

more likely to participate if they only needed to find time in their schedules for one 

interview as opposed to two.  

Data Collection Procedures 

Procedures to conduct this study included individual initial interviews with 

Associate Superintendent Lincoln and the four building principals, a brief demographic 

survey of each administrator including Lincoln, a second interview with the principal of 

Jefferson, and six teacher interviews including demographic surveys. 

Informal interviews with administrators. Initial meetings with the Associate 

Superintendent Lincoln were held to explain the general idea for the research, gather 

information about the district’s initiative with classroom walkthroughs, and determine if 

both the researcher and associate superintendent viewed the project as compatible. 

Meetings were informal and questions were asked by both the researcher and Lincoln. 

Lincoln shared information about the background leading to the district administrative 

decision to adopt the initiative. It was at the initial meeting that she gave verbal consent 

for the research to be conducted. Written consent was obtained prior to the formal 

interviews.  

Following these two initial meetings, Lincoln authorized researcher contact with 

the four elementary principals to determine their interest in participation in the project. 

Each principal was contacted by email and asked for an informal meeting to explain the 

research idea, answer questions they might have, and explain what their commitment 

would entail. Meetings were held with each principal individually. Three confirmed 
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interest at the interview; one needed time to reflect on the opportunity and later agreed. 

Following these initial meetings, one principal retired. Contact with her replacement 

confirmed willingness to participate; and based upon recommendations from the three 

returning elementary principals and her interest in participating she was included in the 

study. 

Setting up and conducting the administrator interviews. One interview was 

conducted with each administrator, both the assistant superintendent and principals, in 

which the administrator was asked to share information about a specific conversation or 

conversations she has had with other administrators or teachers, and at which questions 

were asked about their participation in the learning about, reflection on, and revisions of 

the classroom walkthrough (see Appendices B, C, & F). The initial interview with 

Associate Superintendent Lincoln included discussion about any final logistical questions 

she might have prior to conversations with the principals.  

The selection of Jefferson Elementary School as the focus site was made using the 

information from the interviews with Lincoln and four elementary principals. Factors 

influencing this decision were the recommendation of the associate superintendent, the 

enthusiasm for the initiative by the elementary principals, the commitment evident from 

the initial interviews, the level of detail used to describe specific conversations with 

teachers about the use of walkthrough data, and the principal’s belief that teachers would 

be receptive to the interviews. 

An additional interview was held with the principal of Jefferson Elementay at the 

end of Phase 3 following the teacher interviews. At this interview, a more in-depth 
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conversation about the use of the classroom walkthrough with members of the school’s 

certified staff was held. Inquiries about additional conversations and how the initiative 

has changed the conversations from prior discussions with teachers were solicited 

through the interview.  

To set up each interview, I emailed each administrator with a week-long window 

and asked each to identify several times that would work with her schedule. Times were 

confirmed through email and demographic questions were included in the confirmation 

email for the first interview. Each interview was conducted at the office of the 

participant. The interviews were approximately 55 minutes in length. Interviews were 

recorded with a digital recorder and notes were taken by the researcher using the 

Livescribe pen which allowed both a digital audio recording and digital record of the 

notes. Following the interview, the digital recording was transcribed. These transcriptions 

were the main component analyzed for information, with the audio recording and digital 

record of the notes serving to provide clarification when needed. 

Interviews with teachers. One interview was conducted with each of the six 

teachers. Martha Jefferson identified twelve teachers who represented the varying grade 

levels and experience of teachers at the school and who she thought would be willing to 

participate. From these twelve, six were interviewed. Interviews took place in each 

teacher’s classroom. Once again, interviews were recorded with a digital recorder and 

notes were taken by the researcher using the Livescribe pen and transcribed for analysis.  

Confidentiality. In order to maintain confidentiality of all participants, actual 

names of participants, schools, and the district are not used.  
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Limitations. Several limitations are inherent in the study. Interviews create the 

potential for an inaccurate picture of the initiative as the information acquired is 

influenced by the individual circumstances of each participant. Additionally, the fact that 

this case study includes only one school rather than all four elementary schools or all 

seven schools in the district creates the potential for a non-representative understanding 

of the initiative. Finally, this case study is bounded in a district which does not represent 

the ethnicities or socio-economic levels of the majority of districts in the state. 

Delimitations. Delimitations include the difficult educational environment in this 

southwestern state that has radically decreased the funding available for financial support 

some of the structures necessary to provide the time and resources to facilitate success. 

Also, loose coupling (allowing decision making at the lowest level rather than cohesive 

policies formulated at an organizational level) in the educational arena could explain 

whether district and school processes intended to support teacher development are closely 

followed (Elmore, 2000).  

Data analysis followed the surveys and interview information. In the next section 

data analysis methods are described in more detail. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis occurred in three phases and includes both inductive and deductive 

analysis. In the first phase narrative transcriptions of the interviews were analyzed to 

answer the research questions:  

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 
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How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

A minor adaptation of the process presented by Seidman (2006) was utilized. 

Prior to analysis, a copy of the transcripts was made to preserve the transcripts in their 

original form. Analysis was conducted in several phases. Interviews were first read the 

for identification of general impressions. Next, themes were identified and labeled with a 

brief description. Third was the development of a coding system to distinguish each 

interview separately.  

During the final phase, copied transcripts were dissected to identify passages that 

had similar labels. They were then reread to tentatively identify patterns, categories, and 

connections made by the various participants. Once tentative categories, patterns, and 

connections were identified, transcripts were reread to develop a deeper understanding of 

the classroom walkthrough initiative and how administrators used the data to promote 

changes in teacher instruction. 

Based upon the review of three walkthroughs researched as background for this 

study (City et al., 2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008), I 

expected that dialogue and inquiry would take a significant role in the classroom 

walkthrough process; therefore, even during the initial reading I considered how the 

themes and comments related to the three walkthroughs researched as background. 

During the note taking phase of data analysis, tentative categories of data, 

dialogue, inquiry, and training were utilized. I chose the first three to help me pay 
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particular attention to information that would answer the research questions. During this 

second reading, and influenced by the general impressions formed during the initial 

readings, it was apparent that several categories developed which had a great deal of 

influence on the initiative’s success. These categories include the existence of data teams 

for review of student data, the role of purpose and vision, a fluctuating goal of 

instructional change, and the role of the learning culture at Jefferson. One category, 

consistency of practice was identified and was eventually embedded in others.  

Once categories were firmly in place, two matrices were created, one for 

administrators and one for Jefferson Elementary which included the six teachers and 

follow up interview with Martha Jefferson. These matrices incorporated the interviewees 

on one axis and the categories on the other. This layout provided an organized grid on 

which to compare responses and identify commonalities and assist in the analysis.  

In this chapter I have highlighted the methods that were used to conduct the 

investigation of the use of classroom walkthroughs to guide inquiring conversations 

about effective instruction. In the next chapter, I report the results of the interviews and 

surveys, identify connections and themes that arose, and highlight the findings that were 

most significant. 
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS 

School leadership has been shown to be second only to the teacher as influential 

on student learning (Leithwood et al., 2008). Collegial inquiry provides a process for 

members of an organization to listen and learn from one another through dialogue and 

reflection (Drago-Severson, 2007). When principals, as school leaders, facilitate the 

development of collegial inquiry, they help teachers improve their own instructional 

leadership in the classroom (Drago-Severson, 2007). The purpose of this study is to 

explore the ways in which data collected during classroom walkthroughs are used by 

principals to inform dialogue and inquiry for the purpose of changing teacher instruction. 

In this qualitative case study of one school district, and in particular one elementary 

school nested within the district, the following research questions were investigated: 

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

The case study includes twelve interviews and was conducted in three phases 

during the fall of Year 3 of implementation. Phase 1 consisted of an interview with the 

associate superintendent of Presidential School District (PSD), Mary Lincoln. In this 

interview information was gathered about the classroom walkthrough initiative, training, 

and ongoing support. In addition, information about the implementation at each of the 

four elementary schools was solicited to help in the identification of a study site. 
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The second phase consisted of interviews with each of the four PSD elementary 

school principals: Martha Washington, Abigail Adams, Martha Jefferson, and Dolley 

Madison. During Phase 2, information about the initiative from the principal’s 

perspective was collected. This included information on how the initiative was introduced 

to the principals, the training the principals received, where the principals were in their 

current implementation of the classroom walkthrough, and how principals were using the 

data collected. Equally important was the principal’s perspective of the role of the 

classroom walkthrough in the instructional change process. Additionally, information 

about the site’s level of implementation of the classroom walkthrough was evaluated and 

willingness to participate in the site case study was solicited to help choose the school for 

a more in-depth study. 

Phase 3 consisted of six teacher interviews and a follow up interview with the 

principal of the site school, Jefferson Elementary School. During this phase, information 

about the implementation at the site level, including the principal’s use of the data 

collected during classroom walkthroughs, was collected from both the teacher and 

principal perspectives. Information about the learning processes and atmosphere at the 

school were also noted.  

In order to avoid confusion, throughout this chapter I will refer to Mary Lincoln 

as an administrator, elementary building principals as principals, and when combining the 

two, I will use the term administrators. 

In this chapter I will first present the background timeline providing information 

about the process leading up to the current classroom walkthrough protocol. Next, I will 
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describe the three phases of interviews, including when interviews were conducted, and 

followed by a description of the study school, school district of the study school, and the 

participants. Following the descriptions, I will present information for each of the 

research questions. The presentation of the first research question will include findings 

from both the interview with the associate superintendent and the four principal 

interviews. The second research questions will include information from interviews from 

all three phases. The presentation of the third research question will include the principal 

and teacher perspectives.  

Following the presentation of the three research questions, information about 

other findings will be briefly discussed. The chapter will culminate with a summary of 

the findings. 

Background Timeline 

To help gain understanding of the current use of the classroom walkthrough in 

PSD it is helpful to know about the sequence of events leading up to its current use (see 

Table 5). Two years prior to the interviews the associate superintendent, Mary Lincoln, 

spoke with administrators about her concerns with the lack of instructional improvement 

in the district. Even though the district was considered to be one of the highest achieving 

in the state, she saw a need to focus on instruction. Lincoln mentioned the difficulty of 

improving instruction when the instructional conversations with teachers occurred at the 

end of the year when principals were finalizing teacher evaluations rather than throughout 

the school year.  
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Table 5 

Timeline of Implementation 

Implementation 

Year 

Timeframe Description of Step 

 

Year 1 

 

2009-2010 
 

Mary Lincoln identified need to focus on 

instruction, original protocol from vendor shared 

 

Year 1 Spring 2010 Rewriting of protocol by district personnel 

 

Year 1 Summer 2010 Administrator training on use of vendor protocol 

and recording device  

Year 2 2010-2011 Administrator teams practice collecting data using 

revised protocol and discuss data collection 

 

Year 2 Summer 2011 Protocol revised  

Year 3 Fall 2011 Elementary school principals meet as a group and 

set goals for data collection 

Year 3 Fall 2011 Interviews conducted 

Year 3 2011-2012 Elementary principals continue data collections and 

discussion 

 

In 2009 (Year 1), Lincoln shared the original walkthrough protocol that she later 

determined “was not that great,” nor was it used by principals because it was not seen as 

useful. She chose this vendor’s electronic version because she found it to be the best 

value and least complicated of the three reviewed. In the spring of Year 1 she began to 

rewrite the walkthrough protocol and shared the new protocol with the central 

administrators and building principals. The summer following Year 1, administrators 

participated in training by the vendor on the use of the electronic device to take 

walkthrough notes and what to look for as evidence for each section.  
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During Year 2 administrators met monthly, conducted practice walkthroughs, and 

discussed their findings. They practiced collecting data, made suggestions for 

modification of the items included on the electronic protocol, and talked about how to 

improve particular sections of the protocol. Lincoln identified the initial purpose as to 

gather data to conduct conversations for the purpose of improving instruction and to 

provide data for teacher evaluations.  

At the beginning of Year 2 principals worked on a strategic plan which identified 

increased student engagement and the overall use of technology by students and teachers 

as strategies to improve instruction. The use of technology was defined in two ways on 

the protocol: as a tool used by teachers to provide instruction; and as a tool used by 

students to learn. 

Principals were able to see reports of the data they each had collected for their 

respective schools. Data were available in multiple formats: as a checklist showing 

numbers of occurrences observed of each item on which data were collected along with 

percentages, and in graph format. Throughout the year Lincoln shared district data 

generated by the device for all schools in the district as the principals did not have 

district-wide access, simply access to data for their own school. She did not mention how 

these data were shared or the discussion that ensued, if any. 

With the arrival of Year 3 came another refinement to the protocol (see Appendix 

J). Elementary principals, in response to their concern over inconsistent implementation, 

met at the beginning of the year and set a common goal for each principal to conduct 

three classroom walkthroughs per day. Principal Washington mentioned it was because 
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“we don’t feel we are consistent in our practice with what we are looking for.” Principal 

Jefferson reiterated this when she said “we set some minimums so that we can be more 

consistent across our four buildings.” No mention was made of how the data would be 

used. They would continue to meet monthly to focus on the classroom walkthrough and 

discuss progress toward that goal.  

Conducting the Interviews 

Interviews were conducted in three phases during the fall of Year 3. Phase 1, the 

first interview, was with the Associate Superintendent Lincoln in early fall to gather 

information about the district context that led to the decision to use classroom 

walkthroughs district-wide, the initial training provided, her perspective on the initiative, 

and to assist in identification of the site chosen.  

In Phase 2, interviews with four elementary school principals were conducted to 

gain understanding of their perspective on the initiative and to assist in identifying a site 

for the teacher interviews. Inquiries were made at each of the principal interviews about 

the principal’s perception of the readiness and willingness of teachers at her site to 

participate. None declined; however, three felt that they had not yet shared enough 

information with their staff for it to be advantageous to interview the teachers. The 

fourth, Martha Jefferson, agreed and provided a list of twelve names of potential teacher 

interviewees of which six were chosen for Phase 3.  

Phase 3 consisted of focus on Jefferson Elementary School with interviews of six 

teacher interviews conducted during October and November of Year 3. Following the 

teacher interviews, a second interview was conducted with the Principal Jefferson in 
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December of Year 3. During these interviews the focus was on how classroom 

walkthrough data were used and how the data informed dialogue and inquiry about 

instruction. 

Findings 

The case study was conducted in PSD, with a focus on Jefferson Elementary 

School. Answers to the research questions were investigated through 12 interviews. In 

this section I report on those findings focusing first on information about the professional 

development preferences and participation of the interviewees to provide some 

background and context for the use of classroom walkthroughs as a form of professional 

development. Drago-Severson (2007) identifies inquiry as a means to help members of an 

organization learn.  Next, findings will be presented by research questions and phase of 

the interviews. Following that, other findings relevant to the success, or lack thereof, will 

be shared. Lastly, a summary of the findings will be presented. 

Professional Development 

In the Phase 1 interview with Associate Superintendent Lincoln, she indicated that 

the classroom walkthrough data would inform professional development in two ways: (1) 

to identify professional development needs; and (2) as a foundation for dialogue and 

inquiry about the data. In order to better understand the attitudes about this role I inquired 

about the types of professional development teachers had experienced and which they 

found most beneficial. The results are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6 

Professional Development of Teachers 

 Rating scale with 5 being most 

beneficial 

Number of respondents at each 

level 

Type of Professional Development 1 2 3 4 5 

Traditional workshop  1   1 

Professional Conference    1 3 

On-site staff development provided by outside presenter    1 1 

On-site staff development provided by district presenter  1   3 

On-site staff development provided by school personnel   1  2 

Study Group     5 

PLC (grade level team or interest based team)  1   2 

Conversation with a colleague    1 3 

Conversation with an administrator  1   2 

University course   2  2 

Online course  1    

Independent study    1  

Other (please describe)-professional reading, teaching PD     2 

Note. Totals vary as some respondents did not provide a response for each item-several teachers simply 

indicated 5 for those most helpful and did not rate the others. 

 

The results represent 35% of the certified teaching staff at Jefferson. In general, 

participants preferred study groups, attending a professional conference, on-site staff 

development provided by a district presenter, and conversations with a colleague. Many 

indicated that the professional development value depended on the presenter and 

situation. Several mentioned the work done with Marzano as an outside presenter to be 

extremely valuable. Only two of the types of professional development in the survey are 
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inquiry oriented: study group and conversations with colleagues or administrators. It is 

interesting to note that these are also two of the preferred methods of professional 

development by teachers.  

In the next sections I will report the findings for each research question. Each 

question will be addressed with supporting information from the appropriate phases. 

Phase 1 consists of the interview with Associate Superintendent Lincoln. Phase 2 

includes the four elementary principal interviews with Martha Washington, Abigail 

Adams, Martha Jefferson, and Dolley Madison. Phase 3 includes the six teacher 

interviews and a second interview with Martha Jefferson. First will be information from 

both Phase 1 and Phase 2 interviews to answer the question: What is the process by 

which district leaders and elementary principals support and implement classroom 

walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

Information from all three phases will be included to answer Research Question 2: 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

To answer Research Question 3 information from Phase 2 and Phase 3 will be 

reported: How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

Research Question 1 

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

In this section, information from both the Phase 1 interview with Mary Lincoln 

and the Phase 2 interviews with the four principals is presented to describe the process 
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utilized both at the district and school level over a two year period to support the 

implementation of classroom walkthroughs. 

Phase 1-Support at the District Administrative Level   

Associate Superintendent Lincoln served as the driver of the initiative. She 

initially identified the need for doing something to address instructional change and saw 

the classroom walkthrough as a possible solution because it would encourage principals 

to visit classrooms more often. When Lincoln spoke of instructional change she 

mentioned that they “were going to have to make some real improvements…for example 

that fact that our student engagement was one of the issues (from a district survey) that 

we saw as critical.” She did not elaborate further.  

Lincoln assumed the responsibility for researching and identifying a commercial 

vendor for walkthroughs to help develop a protocol the administrators of PSD could use. 

The initial walkthrough protocol chosen was found to be used infrequently so Lincoln 

took on the task of rewriting the protocol (see Appendix J). She noted that principals used 

the protocol less and less as the year progressed and attributed that decline to the protocol 

provided by the vendor. First revisions of the protocol tied to the teacher evaluation were 

not found to be widely used. Lincoln reflected, “I actually set up one that was tied more 

to our evaluation instrument. They didn’t use that either, so I had a little bit more 

experience” and that summer she worked with the director of Twenty-First Century 

Learning and re-wrote the protocol to address “the things we really care about teachers 

doing.”  
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The revision created at that point was more well-received. Lincoln noted that she 

included information from a district satisfaction survey by parents, teachers, students, and 

administrators that identified student engagement and use of technology as two key areas 

to address as a district. Principals were then asked to create an individual school strategic 

plan to address these items and link them to the classroom walkthrough data collected. 

Lincoln began Year 2 “talking about developing plans for how we were going to 

achieve our goals in the strategic plan and in particular, how the walkthrough data could 

tie to data we could use to show progress towards those goals.” She mentioned that 

principals “could collect data using this walkthrough that we can actually use to do a 

benchmark of where we are.”   

Lincoln modeled how principals might use the data with their teachers by 

providing data at an administrator meeting and using it to help develop the individual 

school strategic plans.  They talked together about the protocol, and as Lincoln indicated, 

“the only real change we made on the protocol, because we were really happy with the 

protocol, … was that we went back to the protocol and we put in large CAPS those things 

where Marzano (classroom instructional strategies) shows a very high correlation.” 

During Year 2 (the first year of the revised protocol) all district administrators 

met monthly in small groups to conduct joint classroom walkthrough and discuss the 

process used. They also reviewed collective district data provided by Lincoln.  

During the interview in the fall of Year 3, Associate Superintendent Lincoln 

indicated that the “purpose is to get a sense of where you are as a school on these 

particular strategies that we believe are high achieving strategies but no, I never saw it as 
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a means of evaluation.”  She stressed that the evaluation conversations principals were 

having with teachers toward the end of the year were not getting the desired results. She 

stated “the amount of time and energy going into that (the evaluation process) and the 

fact that those conversations are had with people but it doesn’t seem to really change the 

behavior of the one person…and it’s not bringing everybody up…So it was a sense that 

the evaluation process wasn’t getting what I thought what we needed to get.”  

Training  

Training for the new protocol and the device on which to record the data took 

place during the summer prior to implementation Year 2. Personnel from the vendor 

provided training on the use of the device (a smartphone or an iTouch), on what to look 

for when gathering data on the components indicated on the protocol, and on generating 

reports based on the data inputted. Reports were available in several formats. 

Administrators could view a list of the items on the protocol indicating the number of 

times there was evidence of that item and the percentage of time it was evident out of the 

total visits. They could also view an individual item in graph format showing the 

percentage of time the items in a particular category were evident.  

In addition, Lincoln facilitated team use of the classroom walkthrough. She 

described this process for the interview. “We went around in teams and observed and 

collected data, and for the rest of the year I would go and meet with the principal and we 

would do walkthroughs and talk about it. This helped us develop inter-rater reliability on 

what we were seeing.” It was through this process that Lincoln was able to identify ways 

to improve the protocol.  
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Lincoln indicated that follow up training will be needed as changes to the 

walkthrough protocol are influenced by the new teacher assessment (evaluation) tool that 

is being developed by district personnel in order to comply with the recent state law 

requiring a teacher performance component. This requirement was instituted by the state 

at the time when Race to the Top dollars were being allocated with a requirement that 

teacher evaluation systems be tied to a data element (United States Department of 

Education, 2009). A district committee is also developing rubrics on which teachers will 

be rated as a part of this new evaluation tool. Additional training will include how to 

gather data to support rating teachers on the rubrics. Training will also provide practice to 

gain an increased comfort level with the rubrics and new evaluation and to help 

determine professional development needs to support the new evaluation process. 

Phase 2-Support and Implementation at the Principal Level  

At the beginning of Year 3 the principals met to plan for the use of the classroom 

walkthrough for the year. They indicated some struggles they experienced during Year 2.  

Principal Washington indicated “Last year I conducted just over 100 walkthroughs on the 

instrument. I was not as consistent about using it with all of my walkthroughs. I was 

certainly in classrooms more often than that but I didn’t always use the instrument when I 

was doing the walkthroughs.”  She relayed that when she met with her elementary 

principal colleagues they noted the inconsistencies in their implementation of 

walkthroughs. Principal Madison would use the instrument in its entirety and the others 

were only using pieces of it on each visit. Principal Adams reiterated this concern. 
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Principal Adams also indicated differences in how each principal was using the 

walkthrough. She mentioned she only used the walkthrough for informal drop-ins which 

was how she had perceived its use. However, in conversations with her colleagues, she 

realized that at least one other principal was also using it for formal evaluation 

observations and commented that she “ thought that was very powerful and I realized 

that’s why I didn’t do as many as I would have liked, because I wasn’t using it all the 

time.” 

So the elementary principals met and decided on some common use and 

expectations for the classroom walkthrough. They agreed on setting a goal of conducting 

three walkthroughs each day for a total of 15 per week. Principal Washington explained 

the goals created by the elementary principals and the struggle with keeping pace with 

that goal. “We have set a pretty lofty goal of 15 walkthroughs a week. So we are going to 

aim for an average of three a day and I’m already behind…. We will meet bimonthly and 

share that data and talk about that and part of those meetings will be collaborative 

walkthroughs.”  

Conducting a Walkthrough  

Before describing the process used by the principals it is important to have a 

picture of the actual protocol and device used to collect the data. 

The protocol. Information gathered during a classroom walkthrough was based 

on a protocol created by commercial vendor and modified for PSD based upon 

recommendations from Associate Superintendent Lincoln (see Appendix J). The protocol 

contained a place to enter situation specific data such as the classroom teacher, time of 
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visit, content area, and grade level. It also included checklists of specific instructional 

strategies and areas for anecdotal notes. Checklists included categories such as prioritized 

strategies (setting objectives, providing feedback, reinforcing effort, and providing 

recognition), primary instructional strategies, teacher directed technology, student 

centered technology, evidence of learning, and active engagement. Principals could 

simply check off the strategies observed or they could add specifics that would indicate 

how the strategy was being used by the teacher.  

The device. Data for the classroom walkthrough protocol was entered by the 

principals onto a hand-held electronic device. The device could be any Smartphone onto 

which the vendor software was loaded. The principals in PSD used either an iPhone or 

iTouch.  

The reports. The electronic, web-based program housed the data, which could be 

accessed by district personnel. The associate superintendent could see individual and 

group data by school or for the entire district. The school principals had access only to 

their own school’s data. 

The walkthrough. Elementary principals agreed about the frequency of the 

walkthroughs, differences existed in how they actually conducted an individual 

walkthrough. Principals differed in the amount of time spent in a classroom for the 

purpose of a walkthrough from as little as three to five minutes by Principal Jefferson to 

as much as twenty minutes by Principal Madison. Principal Washington preferred seven 

to eight minute visits. Madison indicated her desire to spend the right amount of time:  
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I can't do a one-minute walkthrough. I can't do a five-minute walkthrough…My 

walkthroughs are between ten and twenty minutes. I do not do anything unless I'm 

there for ten minutes. If I'm not there for ten minutes, I can't get enough 

information and then it’s skewed if I print out a chart. So I make it a point to be 

there ten to twenty minutes. 

Several principals mentioned leaving a handwritten note after a walkthrough. 

Principal Adams indicated she would leave a note that was “very specific about what I’ve 

observed.” Principal Jefferson shared that her “colleagues” preferred a “little handwritten 

note” following a visit. Madison provided the teachers with a “glow and grow” indicating 

one highlight she observed and a suggestion for something to improve or change. Neither 

Jefferson nor Madison indicated what was addressed in that note. 

Principals also varied in their methods for recording information from the 

classroom walkthrough observation. Neither Adams nor Jefferson entered data on the 

electronic device while in the classroom. They would find a quiet place or empty room 

and enter the information before proceeding to the next room. Madison indicated that she 

would take written notes in the room, and depending on the situation in the classroom she 

might enter the data in the classroom or when she left after the visit. 

All four principals indicated the need to schedule protected time into their daily 

calendars for the purpose of conducting classroom walkthroughs in order to meet their 

goal of three per day. Jefferson exemplified this when she said “What I try to do is block 

out a significant portion of time in the day to do it. So, I’ll block off anywhere from an 

hour to two hours in my schedule.” 
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In summary, the process used to conduct classroom walkthroughs varied in 

length, in the use of the tool, and in feedback to the teachers. In the next section, I will 

share information about how the principals use the walkthrough data collected during the 

walkthrough from the perspectives of all participants. 

Research Question 2 

The goals for the use of the walkthrough were vague, therefore the use of the data 

was not consistent except the use of data was almost non-existent in its use with teachers. 

Research question 2 investigates how principals used data gathered from a walkthrough. 

The principals tended to talk in generalities so many of the comments lack specifics.  

Phase 1-The Associate Superintendent Perspective on Data Use by Principals 

Associate Superintendent Lincoln reported minimally on the actual use of the 

walkthrough protocol by principals. She talked more about her vision for its use; 

however, this vision was not clear, as each time she spoke of it she highlighted a different 

point. Initially she spoke of her desire to provide principals with a tool that would assist 

them in data collection to inform instructional conversations. Later, she stressed the 

importance of the collection of data to document the use of student engagement, one of 

the goals of the district strategic plan. Lincoln mentioned to principals “You could collect 

data using this walkthrough that we can actually use to do a benchmark of where we are 

(with student engagement)” and “the real purpose is to get a sense of  where you are as a 

school in terms of  these high achieving strategies.” 

Lincoln mentioned limited sharing of walkthrough data by principals with their 

respective teachers when she said “I am still not aware that anyone has shared the data, 
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other than Principal Madison, with a faculty.” This was not supported through the 

principal interviews. Principal Washington indicated she had shared some group data. 

Prior to sharing the data she had asked teachers to predict what they might see. She did 

not mention any further discussion of the data. 

Phase 2- Principal Data Use 

Principals reported discussing the data with one another but minimally with 

teachers. They reported on their conversations with one another about data and the data 

collection process. They also mentioned problems with data collection. Their sharing 

about the data rarely involved inquiry about instruction, but did mention the 

administration of the walkthrough, using the data to connect to documentation of 

teaching, and the plan to discuss the data with their principal colleagues. Principal Adams 

talked about the goal for the elementary principals in this way: “We have made a 

commitment to standardize our practice so we will be doing a minimum of fifteen 

walkthroughs a week….we are going to discuss the data and we’re going to have areas of 

focus, so one time it may be…student’s use of technology.” 

Principal Washington commented on one way she had used the data with staff 

during the second year of implementation. She indicated that she marked only the 

sections of the walkthrough protocol that coincided with the two strategic goals and “then 

I used that data in a staff meeting after I had collected (it)… I had the teachers predict 

what they would see.” She mentioned that the goal was to improve the numbers (on the 

frequency of the strategic goal implementation). Adams talked about her plan for using 

the data to focus on the two goals. She stated “We are going to discuss the data and we’re 
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going to have areas of focus, so one time it may be student’s use of technology.  Another 

time it may be engagement through participation by students in cooperative groups.” 

All elementary principals indicated that they planned to meet bimonthly during 

Year 3 as a group, alternating their meetings at each of the elementary sites. These 

meetings would be conducted separately from other administrative meetings and for the 

purpose of conducting collaborative walkthroughs, sharing data, and talking about the 

data and walkthrough process. The actual use of the data differed from the intentions. 

Principals expressed not having enough data to share with individual staff members and 

had taken few opportunities to share group data with the entire staff.  

Washington indicated that she had only shared data with the whole faculty twice 

during Year 2 and had not shared it with small groups or individuals since the beginning 

of the initative. She indicated “I don’t feel like I had enough information for that 

(individual or small group conversations) to be really meaningful.” Meaningful was not 

defined by any of the principals, although Madison did mention she thought too little data 

would “skew” the information when presented in charts. Adams expressed the same 

sentiment with almost the same language “I didn’t have enough data to make it 

meaningful.” Principal Jefferson, of the study site, also had not used the data gathered to 

share with individual staff. She did, however, indicate some group sharing.  What she had 

done was “ share composite information and say, ‘Look, when I was doing my 

walkthroughs during my first trimester, this is how much use of technology I saw during 

the walkthroughs and it was a collective of the whole building.’” 
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The newest principal to the elementary schools, Madison, indicated that, as a new 

principal, she would take time to get to know her staff and learn about the walkthrough. 

She reported her tenure was an advantage. “I was coming in as a brand new person…I 

didn’t know any of the district expectations. I just wanted to know what is the status of 

this school? And so I had that advantage of just collecting the data and I didn’t have to 

provide them (the teachers) the feedback on it.”  This was her choice and while she did 

not give teachers feedback based on the data collected using the walkthrough protocol, 

she did leave a brief feedback note about what she observed on the visit. 

The focus of the role of the classroom walkthrough seemed in actuality to be on 

management of the walkthrough protocol and the collection of data. All four principals 

mentioned the goal they had set at the beginning of the year to conduct three 

walkthroughs each day for a total of 15 each week. They mentioned the importance of 

putting classroom walkthroughs on their calendar. Several principals actually scheduled 

two hours each day for walkthroughs. Madison commented on the difficulty of following 

through, “sometimes I don’t get a full two hours if something comes up, but I do schedule 

it two hours a day.” Washington reinforced this need to protect “the time and being in 

classrooms really collecting the data.”  

During Year 2, the first year for the rewritten protocol, principals did indicate 

they discussed data in their regular meetings; however, none mentioned the content of 

those discussions. Adams mentioned collating data for her meetings with colleagues 

(principals) and making predictions about the data. In the fall of Year 3, Jefferson 
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mentioned a plan for using the data to help teachers create their professional development 

plans but had not yet followed through with that plan.  

Madison shared that one of the uses of the data for the collaborative walkthroughs 

would be “so that we can kind of get this inter-rater reliability piece going as well.” 

Adams elaborated on this concern when she described one instance of needing to have a 

similar picture of what principals would observe if gathering information on engagement. 

She said “so if it is engagement, are we looking for engagement in the classrooms and 

what does that look like? The elementary team made a commitment to work together very 

closely and align our practices.” Jefferson also described this need. “We would talk about 

what we had seen and try to improve our consistency of what we were looking at and 

how we as administrators were checking it off on the walkthrough instrument.” The issue 

of consistency came up in several interviews. It appeared they were referring to their 

consistency in using similar evidence to document particular items on the checklist. 

Phase 3-The Use of Classroom Walkthrough Data at Jefferson 

No teacher reported that walkthrough data had been used to inform either a group 

or individual conversation. This was confirmed by Jefferson who indicated “I haven’t 

given that much feedback from the walkthroughs…I actually have not given…individual 

feedback to the teachers (Year 3).”  Teachers also mentioned that they had not seen the 

data that principals collected. Few indicated they were aware it was meant to be shared 

with teachers. Five of the six teachers mentioned the principal had shared the 

walkthrough instrument in document form at the beginning of the school year and that 

she would be conducting walkthroughs using the protocol. Teacher 2 indicated “she 
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brings in her iPod Touch or her iPad and is sitting. It’s not an inconspicuous thing…and 

it sits there and then I know she’s done one…and I haven’t gotten feedback.” 

Teacher 3 shared her vague understanding of the use by principals. “They were all 

supposed to do at least fifteen or whatever walkthroughs a week and then gather all the 

data, and then they all sit around and talk about what they see and from that, they’ll do 

something with it but I don’t know what.” Teacher 5 thought “she punched all that in and 

then hits send and off it goes wirelessly to the district office and it just has the big brother 

type of feel to it.”  

Principal Jefferson mentioned briefly that she did intend to present some group 

data to the staff related to the use of student engagement, “I will be sharing as a collective 

with the whole staff.” She did not elaborate on what follow up there would be and 

whether it would include dialogue or inquiry. 

In answer to Question 2 at Jefferson-How do principals use classroom 

walkthrough data? It appears that the data collected are reviewed by Jefferson but not 

shared with teachers. It is unclear what the intended use of data is at Jefferson beyond 

documentation. Principal Jefferson mentioned using it to document progress on their goal 

of increasing student engagement and showing that information to staff to monitor 

student engagement; however, no mention was made of inquiry to help determine what 

might be done to improve student engagement. 

Research Question 3 

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 
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As mentioned in the previous section, principals accomplished no sharing of 

walkthrough data with individuals. In addition, they shared minimal group data with 

teachers at staff meetings. The few times that they did, the dialogue was focused more on 

the data than questioning or inquiring about the data. Jefferson revealed “What I did last 

year, is to share composite information…so I will say, ‘Look, when I was doing my 

walkthroughs during my first trimester, this is how much use of technology I saw.” She 

did not expand on this sharing. Dialogue among principals focused more on the 

management of the classroom walkthrough system and how the tool could be used to 

gather effective data. 

Phase 2-Principal Use of Dialogue and Inquiry 

In general the limited sharing of walkthrough data with teachers was principal 

guided. There was a culture for looking at data; however, it tended to focus on student 

data from assessment rather than walkthrough data. More information about this use of 

student assessment data will be provided in another section of this chapter.  

Dialogue and inquiry with teachers. Dialogue and inquiry with teachers about 

the classroom walkthrough data were limited. For example, Washington shared data at 

two faculty meetings during Year 2. Both times she provided the data and together she 

and the teachers looked to identify what they saw in relationship to implementation of the 

two strategic goals of use of technology and student engagement. No mention of 

discussion beyond that included. She also mentioned that the conversations she now has 

are more data driven, stating that “you can’t argue with numbers. It’s not subjective…you 
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can’t argue with it.” Madison too shared that she had shown walkthrough data to staff 

once, but the focus was mainly to identify successes and celebrate them. 

Adams mentioned teachers meeting in grade level teams to look at student data. 

However, she did state that “as far as using walkthrough data for feedback, that hasn’t 

happened yet.” Madison, too, supported this notion stating “I didn’t want to provide 

feedback to then skew it.” This comment was her justification for needing a large number 

of walkthroughs (at least 200) before sharing data with staff.  

Adams also indicated that the use of data makes the conversation more focused, 

and although she had not yet shared data, she did acknowledge that she planned to use it 

in that way. Jefferson reiterated this point by saying “I haven’t given that much feedback 

from the walkthroughs.” She went further to say “the very first year we tried this whole 

process to give some individual feedback to the teachers and frankly, the feedback I got 

from them was it wasn’t that significant or helpful. They still would prefer a little 

handwritten note. At least, that’s what my colleagues (teachers) have told me, as opposed 

to an email that just shows the things that I checked off when I was in there.” It remains 

unclear whether principals had ever intended on using the data to initiate conversations 

even through this was an initial goal articulated by Associate Superintendent Lincoln. 

Jefferson did have one conversation with her staff that she referred to a as a 

“robust” conversation. The conversation followed sharing a hard copy of the protocol and 

focused on how she would determine whether a particular item on the walkthrough was 

evident and how that item might correlate with the goals. This conversation provided for 

the closest incident of inquiry about instruction documented in the interviews. She shared 
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her recollection of the conversation. “We had a really healthy, robust conversation as a 

staff about how you determine those items that we think correlate (with the goals) and 

why is that the case. It was more based on just looking at the protocol. It’s not like we 

had an accompanying piece of literature or something to refer to, which would have made 

the conversation probably even a little bit better.” 

Madison mentioned that she is using the walkthrough protocol to help her identify 

key points to share with teachers. She communicates this through a note left for the 

teacher and she ties it to a standard for instruction.  Several other principals mentioned 

that after a visit, teachers prefer a handwritten note that identifies something the observer 

noticed. 

Several principals mentioned the need to leave comments for the teachers. 

Washington stated “anytime I’m in the classroom I will try to leave a note for the 

teacher…on something specific that relates to their instruction or what was going on in 

the classroom…an informal comment.” Madison mentioned the difficulty leaving 

feedback for some teachers. “The more open teachers are, the more flexible you can be. 

The more closed they are, the less flexible you can be with your feedback.” 

Inquiry with teachers was mentioned less frequently during the interviews. Only 

two principals specifically mentioned using questioning with teachers. Adams mentioned 

asking questions about the data such as “What does [sic] this data tell us about our 

students and what kinds of predictions can you make?” Washington indicated that she 

uses lots of questions with teachers as a way to inquire into what they are doing, but these 
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questions were not related to classroom walkthrough data; this was simply her way of 

interacting with teachers. 

Dialogue and inquiry among principals. The majority of dialogue among 

principals focused on the use of the walkthrough protocol. They met and discussed how 

they managed time to conduct the three walkthroughs per day they had set as a goal. 

Discussions about the data focused on predicting what the data might show, looking at 

what the data reveal, determining if data show use of technology and student 

engagement, and improving consistency in their interpretation of the data.  

Jefferson mentioned this importance when she said “we would discuss and talk 

about what we had seen and try to improve our consistency of what we were looking at 

and how we as administrators were checking it off on the walkthrough instrument.” 

Madison reinforced this need when she indicated that one thing principals do when they 

meet is to discuss “so that we can kind of get this inner-rater reliability piece going as 

well.” 

Another way the principals focused their conversations was on how they were 

using the protocol. Adams articulated this when she said they discussed “the types of 

protocols we were going to use and how we were going to gather data and why we were 

doing it the way that we were.” 

Several principals mentioned the use of inquiry into the data. This was mainly 

focused on what the data show. Comments made were:  

“What kind of data do you see?”  

“As an administrative team, we were making predictions about data.” 
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“What are the data telling us?” 

“What do you predict you are going to see about the data and why?” 

While principals did briefly mention inquiry and spent time in dialogue about the 

classroom walkthrough data, this occurred less often with teachers. Teacher dialogue and 

inquiry tended to focus on student data rather than classroom walkthrough data. 

Phase 3-Teacher Use of Dialogue and Inquiry 

Teachers mentioned little to no discussion with their principals about data 

gathered from the classroom walkthrough. Teacher 1 summed it up by saying “at this 

point, I haven’t really received any (feedback).” Teacher 3 reinforced this by saying “I 

haven’t really gotten any of the feedback.” Two others did not mention feedback based 

on data at all and a final teacher said “she (the principal) talked about what she saw and 

what was going on but….it was really complimentary. I mean, it made me feel great…but 

it wasn’t like a discussion; it was more like me listening to her and what she observed.” 

Teacher 1 indicated not knowing if her conversations were related to data from 

the walkthrough when she said “I don’t know if it (the conversation) was specifically 

from a walkthrough. I just recently this week had a meeting with my principal because 

we met about our whole site’s professional growth plan that we’re doing, which involves 

technology. So we met in that way but as far as specific data she collected using the 

walkthrough instrument, I don’t know for sure that I’ve ever had a specific conversation 

about that.” 

Teachers did mention the discussions they have about data with their grade level 

data teams. These data focused on assessments of student progress in meeting student 
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goals. They would meet to determine which students needed intervention or additional 

teaching based upon those data.  

Teachers also mentioned having conversations with their principal, however, 

these conversations were not as a result of walkthrough data. Teacher 1 stated “I feel like 

face-to-face she’s really good about pointing out strengths and positive attributes. First 

she observes and then we discuss areas to grow or changes that can be made next time. I 

feel like it’s a very comfortable atmosphere.” Teacher 3 mentioned “she describes what 

she saw and we talk about the lessons, things I would change.” Teacher 4 mentioned that 

together she and the principal were “looking at problem solving and it’ll help fine tune 

our problem solving (in mathematics).”  

Teacher 5 expressed that he and Principal Jefferson had conversations about 

different educational literature and that conversations were “always professional, but 

more importantly, they are always encouraging and specific.” He also mentioned a 

specific conversation with her in which she “felt like I could have handled something 

better or differently. We talked about that, and I agreed. You’re right; I could have 

handled that better. And that’s exactly the kind of…feedback I want to hear.” 

Teacher commentary on inquiry was also mainly focused on looking at student 

data. Only Teacher 1 mentioned her principal asked questions such as “Tell me why you 

did this?” and “What was the background behind this?” She indicated she felt it was her 

principal trying to get more information. Another did mention that she and her principal 

brainstorm together.  
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Investigation of the three research questions did not provide specific answers to 

the research questions. The process initiated for conducting classroom walkthroughs was 

focused on the management. It neglected to include a process for using the classroom 

walkthrough data to learn through dialogue and inquiry. In fact, no process was indicated 

at all for how to use data with teachers. Data use was limited to minimal sharing of group 

data by principals with teachers and no individual data were shared. Dialogue about data 

among principals was limited to collection procedures difficulties, and revisions to the 

protocol. Principals did not elaborate on the specific discussions about data. Dialogue and 

inquiry about instruction based on walkthrough data between principals and teachers was 

almost non-existent. Principals indicated they needed a great deal of data for holding 

successful conversations; however, with the exception of Madison, none indicated how 

much data would be sufficient. 

Several findings related to the success, or lack thereof, emerged from the 

interviews. These findings help provide understanding of the current status of the 

classroom walkthrough implemented in PSD. They provide a foundation for analyzing 

the reasons for its limited success as well as steps for the walkthrough’s future usefulness 

for instructional change. In the next section these findings will be described briefly. 

Additional Themes Identified 

Several additional findings emerged from the interviews. Because principals had 

shared so little walkthrough data with teachers, teacher talk about data focused on the use 

of informal and formal student assessment data, not walkthrough data. Teachers spoke 

about collecting student data to check student progress, meeting in data teams to plan for 
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intervention and choose instructional strategies to respond to students needing additional 

teaching.   

Data Teams  

Data teams are a structure in place throughout the elementary schools in PSD. All 

four principals and six teachers mentioned data teams. Data teams are groups of teachers 

who meet every other week to review a variety of student data, both formative and 

summative, on school and class assessments of learning. These teams consist of a grade 

level of teachers and supporting certified staff members such as the reading specialist. 

After a review of the data, teachers identify students needing additional support. They 

then share and identify strategies they will use with the students to help them meet the 

learning goals.  

Teachers meet every other week as a grade level team with appropriate certified 

support personnel. They determine their own goal or set of goals for the school year that 

they would like to work on as a grade level team with each of their classes and 

throughout the year meet to discuss how things are going, what assessments they will 

give to check on student success, and what progress towards meeting their goal they have 

made. Additionally they share resources and discuss what is working and what is not 

working. As Teacher 1 put it “We meet regularly and put our heads together to help all of 

our students in the whole grade level make progress towards meeting our goal…it’s 

definitely part of the culture here.” 

Teacher 3 shared that data teams were a place to share instructional strategies and 

for teachers to help each other. Teacher 2 provided an example of one goal when she 
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shared “we’re looking at increasing our fourth grade goal of having 86% of our students 

able to identify the main idea of text and give three details that support the main idea.” 

Data teams are a regular part of the teachers’ duties and all understand the 

process. First they look at data to identify a problem. Then they share possible strategies 

and identify those they will use. They implement the strategies and reassess whether 

strategies helped the students learn. However, the process used by data teams fulfills only 

the description of single-loop learning described by Collinson and Cook (2007) rather 

than the double-loop learning of organizational learning. Single-loop learning utilizes 

knowledge already held my members of an organization and results simply in behavioral 

change to solve a problem. The current data team process used at Jefferson does not 

include the double-loop learning communicated by Collinson and Cook that results in 

both behavioral and cognitive change and moves beyond solutions for which the 

members already have familiarity. This double-loop learning involves dialogue and 

inquiry. 

Instructional Change  

Associate Superintendent Lincoln shared that one of the original intents of the 

classroom walkthrough initiative was to create instructional change. The principals 

emphasized that instructional change they were seeing was not due to the use of the 

classroom walkthrough but to the learning orientation of the district.  Principal Adams 

expressed this notion when she responded to the question about whether she had noticed 

instructional change related to the classroom walkthrough. She said “No, not necessarily. 

I have noticed instructional changes based upon a lot of the professional development 
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that we do.” Principal Jefferson added this notion when she stated “To be perfectly 

honest, I see instructional changes, but I don’t necessarily tie it all to the walkthrough 

protocol.” Lincoln reinforced these feelings about instructional change when she 

indicated that the changes noted thus far were small because “some of the things that 

we’re attacking are deeply ingrained…they’re slow, they’re very minimal.” 

Teacher 3 summed up the teachers’ feelings about instructional change when she 

shared “I don’t know if it is changing my instruction. I feel like the things I try out in my 

classroom and the new strategies are coming from my university coursework. They’re 

coming from books that I read…and what I see the data team process doing.” Another 

mentioned that collaboration with her principal, her telling “what I did well or not 

well…helps me just get another perspective…to change.” 

Vision and Purpose  

During an informal meeting near the beginning of Year 1, Associate 

Superintendent Lincoln mentioned that the classroom walkthrough initiative would serve 

two purposes. First, it would be a means to facilitate district wide conversations to 

improve instruction. Second, walkthroughs would be a way to collect data over time for 

individual teacher feedback related to the teacher evaluation process. She reaffirmed the 

connection to teacher evaluation and instructional improvement at the interview in 

September of Year 3 when she said “it was a sense that the evaluation process wasn’t 

getting what I thought, what we needed to get out.” At this time she added that “the real 

purpose is to get a sense of where you are as a school in terms of particular strategies that 

we believe are high achieving strategies, but…never saw it as a means of evaluation.” 
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In a follow up email based upon an inquiry from the researcher, Lincoln clarified 

that the vision for the initiative had changed:  

The original intent was to use the observations to create a dialogue among the 

staff (principals with teachers) that would improve the teaching and learning 

across the school.  In our experience, the principals spent a lot of time evaluating 

teachers, but it hadn't clearly led to improvements in teaching or learning as it 

didn't create any common set of goals or expectations for people to work on.  

However, her focus appeared to change in response to the new objectives created by 

district personnel in response to the district survey of students, staff, and community: 

The vision has changed in that we have recognized we have some improvement 

objectives that are shared by all schools and we have focused our attention and 

collective efforts on them.  For example, we are currently working on increasing 

the level of engagement of our students and increasing the authenticity of the 

work students are asked to do.  Principals are now using the walkthrough data to 

determine if the focus on professional practices has had a positive impact on these 

two objectives. 

Principals shared similar uncertain purposes for the initiative. Washington shared 

a twofold purpose. First, they “used the walkthroughs to help collect data to facilitate 

conversations with teachers” and “initially the idea was that it would help with our 

evaluation collection of data.” Jefferson indicated some uncertainty with the original 

purpose. She stated “I have to think back. I'm sure the concept was introduced to us to tie 

into the work we’d already been doing with our teacher assessment program, as a way to 
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get immediate information and try to cut down on all of the other note-taking that we 

were trying to do.”  

Principal Adams spoke of the strategic goals as driving the work of the principals. 

She indicated “one of our goals, particularly as an elementary admin [sic] team, is to use 

the walkthrough more effectively to really determine if and how students are engaged and 

the level of engagement.” Principal Madison, however, expressed a threefold purpose. 

“One, to provide feedback to teachers, two, for my evaluations, and three, to continue to 

collect data, as far as the implementation of instruction.” 

None of the teachers was able to articulate a purpose for the initiative.  They were 

aware that principals were using the classroom walkthrough and were talking together 

about it. They indicated that Principal Jefferson had shared the protocol with them at a 

staff meeting and that she would be using it to collect data.  

Senge (1990) stresses the importance of Building Shared Vision to the process of 

change: “When there is a genuine vision (as opposed to the all-to-familiar ‘vision 

statement’), people excel and learn, not because they are told to, but because they want 

to….The practice of shared vision involves the skills of unearthing shared ‘pictures of the 

future’ that foster genuine commitment and enrollment rather than compliance” (p. 9). 

The lack of a consistent vision and purpose for the initiative appears to have had a great 

deal of influence on the lack of a consistent plan for the collection and analysis of data. 

The Learning Culture  

All teachers and administrators indicated that the district and Jefferson 

Elementary School had a strong learning culture in which they felt supported. Teacher 3 
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said about her principal, Martha Jefferson “(I) feel very supported by her, feel trusted, she 

values us being different from each other.” Teacher 5 described the learning environment 

as a “strong learning environment” consisting of ongoing workshops and discussions of 

readings. The general consensus was that learning was valued and supported. Time was 

provided for outside presenters, data teams, and study groups and teachers committed 

time beyond the school day. 

The other findings are as important as the questions investigated to understanding 

the minimal success of the role of data to inform dialogue and inquiry about instruction 

through the classroom walkthrough initiative in PSD and at Jefferson. These other 

findings help explain why PSD and Jefferson appear to be stalled at the collection of data 

and not moving on to conversations about the data.  These findings also identify 

characteristics in place on which to expand the usefulness of the classroom walkthrough 

in PSD and at Jefferson. 

Other findings included the existence of data teams for the purpose of analyzing 

student data, an inconsistent and well-defined vision and purpose, an initially articulated 

emphasis on data collection to inform conversations about instructional change (this did 

not happen), and a learning culture present in the school. 

Summary of Findings 

To investigate the role of data from principal classroom walkthroughs in sparking 

inquiry about teaching, twelve interviews were conducted to answers the research 

questions: 
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What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

One interview with the associate superintendent, conducted the third year of the 

classroom walkthrough initiative at PSD, provided the background on the classroom 

walkthrough initiative, information about its implementation at the elementary schools, 

and her perspective on the initiative. Four elementary school principals were interviewed 

to understand how the initiative filtered to the schools and to assist in identifying a study 

site. Six teacher interviews were conducted with teachers at Jefferson Elementary School, 

the school that was furthest along with the implementation process. A follow up 

interview with the Jefferson principal completed the interviews and provided additional 

information about the administrative role at the study site.  

Interview findings were reported for the use of data, dialogue, and inquiry. 

Additionally, several themes emerged: the use of data teams, the influence of the use of 

classroom walkthrough data on instructional change, and the role of vision and purpose in 

the implementation process. Another finding was the level of implementation. It was still 

at the beginning stage of putting structures in place and refining the process. It had not 

yet reached the intended stage of influencing instructional conversations between 

principal and teachers.  
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Investigation based on the three research questions uncovered a level of 

implementation that did not support sharing of data with teachers. This sharing of data is 

the foundation for the development of shared understandings about effective teaching and 

the role of inquiry in developing that shared understanding. Literature on educational 

change and organizational learning indicate a strong need for developing shared 

understandings (Fullan, 2001), having a strongly articulated and communicated vision 

(Fullan, 2001; Wagner & Kegan, 2006), and utilizing inquiry to learn (Collinson & Cook, 

2007; Supovitz, 2006). These components are in their infancy at Jefferson. While each 

school has structures in place for the use of data to inform dialogue and inquiry about 

student achievement, the principal and teachers at Jefferson are not yet conducting 

meetings incorporating data from classroom walkthroughs into these discussions.  

While there is a process in place for the collection of data and a process for its 

use, dialogue and inquiry between principal and teachers does not yet exist. The focus 

appears to be on using data to document existence and progress of the use of particular 

strategies such as student engagement and the use of technology. Data are not the 

foundation for conversations about instructional change. Teachers are not being made 

aware of the wealth of data that could be available and do not understand their role in the 

classroom walkthrough process.  

Much of the inconsistency and uncertainty could be attributed to the lack of 

consistent purpose and vision. There is a strong culture of learning, although it is focused 

on learning about new ideas and strategies in education without regard for their need. 

This learning culture could provide a foundation for using walkthrough data to learn. 
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In the next chapter, I will discuss and analyze the findings in relationship to the 

literature on educational change, leadership, organizational learning, and the classroom 

walkthrough.   
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Associate Superintendent, Mary Lincoln identified the lack of instructional 

conversations between principals and teachers as one reason for the lack of instructional 

change at PSD. She noted that, even in this high achieving district, student learning was 

not at its optimum. She chose classroom walkthroughs for their potential to provide data 

to principals that would provide the foundation for instructional conversations that would 

lead to instructional changes. To better understand this phenomenon a case study of one 

district’s implementation of classroom walkthroughs at one elementary school was 

conducted. 

The summary and discussion of this chapter begins with a review of the research 

problem in this case study. Following this review is a summary of the findings and a 

discussion of the results, including limitations of the research. The chapter concludes 

with implications for practice and recommendations for future research. 

Statement of the Problem 

Collinson and Cook (2007) list inquiry as one requirement in creating a system of 

organizational learning in schools. They define organizational learning as the “deliberate 

use of individual, group, and system learning to embed new thinking and practices that 

continuously renew and transform the organization” (p. 8). Classroom walkthroughs 

provide an avenue for the collection of data to inform conversations involving inquiry. 

These conversations could take place between observer and teacher, groups of teachers, 

or with an entire staff.  
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 The classroom walkthrough is rapidly becoming a tool to facilitate instructional 

improvement (David, 2008). Classroom walkthrough models include the collection of 

data about instruction, dialogue and inquiry about the data collected, reflection about the 

meaning of the data, and a plan for next steps (City et al., 2009; Downey et al., 2004; 

Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). The premise of this research study is that when 

educators use data collected through classroom walkthroughs as a foundation for inquiry 

they increase their chances for instructional improvement through the shared learning 

inherent in organizational learning. I investigate this idea in a case study at Jefferson 

Elementary School and imbedded in the district context. The school was chosen because 

it is in the third year of the district’s implementation of classroom walkthroughs and is 

furthest along in the process of the four elementary schools. Teachers interviewed 

represent a cross section of the certified staff at Jefferson Elementary School. This case 

study involves gathering data through interviews with a district administrator, principals, 

and teachers to answer the questions:  

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

Summary of Findings 

Findings reported are the result of twelve interviews conducted, including one 

with the associate superintendent of PSD, four initial principal interviews with the four 
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elementary school principals, six teacher interviews with teachers at Jefferson 

Elementary School who represent the cross section of certified staff at Jefferson, and one 

follow-up interview with the principal of Jefferson Elementary School, the study site. 

Interviews in this case study were conducted in three phases during the first three months 

of the third year of the implementation of classroom walkthroughs in PSD. In the Phase 1 

interview, Associate Superintendent Lincoln described the background leading to her 

decision to utilize the classroom walkthrough and commented on the level of 

implementation at each of the four elementary schools. During Phase 2, each of the four 

elementary school principals was interviewed to provide the principal perspective and 

assist with the identification of the case study school, Jefferson. Phase 3 consisted of the 

six teacher interviews and an additional interview with the Jefferson principal to gather 

information about the influence of the initiative on instruction at the individual classroom 

level.  

There are a number of models available for conducting classroom walkthroughs 

(City et al., 2009; Downey et al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008), each with 

proposed steps and defining the purpose for conducting a walkthrough; however an 

agreed upon definition does not yet exist (David, 2007).  For the purpose of this study, a 

classroom walkthrough is a short focused observation to gather information about 

curriculum taught and instructional teaching decisions that teachers make. The 

walkthrough process includes using the data collected to facilitate conversations with 

teachers about instruction through dialogue and inquiry about the meaning of the data 

collected. At PSD all principals have access to a handheld device such as a Smartphone, 
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on which to collect data when visiting classrooms. The handheld is loaded with a 

protocol originally designed by a commercial vendor and modified by the company with 

feedback from Associate Superintendent Lincoln after discussion with principals. The 

protocol contains 15 categories with between 4 and 18 items each. Additionally, the 

principal has the ability to take notes on each section. 

In this chapter, findings are summarized addressing each research question. First, 

information is shared about the process used by the administrative personnel to initiate, 

train for, and conduct classroom walkthroughs. Next, information about the use of the 

classroom walkthrough data is presented. Then, information about how the data were 

used to inform dialogue and inquiry is highlighted. Finally, several other themes are 

identified.  

Research Question 1-The Classroom Walkthrough Process 

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

Associate superintendent, Mary Lincoln, is the driver of the initiative. She 

identified the problem, shared information with administrators, and coordinated research 

on the classroom walkthrough and the decision to choose McREL as the company to 

assist in the implementation at PSD. The initiative actually took place in two phases. The 

first year the original protocol from McREL was used. Dissatisfaction with the protocol 

led to a major rewriting to more closely align it with the teacher assessment plan and 

district initiatives. This second protocol has remained in place with minor revisions as 

needed. 
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Training. The initial training occurred in the summer prior to Year 2 and was 

provided by McREL. It focused on the mechanics of data collection, including the use of 

the data collection device, accessing reports, and what to look for as evidence of each 

item on the protocol. During Year 2 administrators met in teams and practiced using the 

device to gather data and discussed what they noted during the observation. The emphasis 

during this second year seemed to be on using the device to collect data and working  

toward some level of consistency in noting what was observed.  

The third year of implementation led the elementary school principals to form 

their own study group about the walkthrough protocol. They planned to meet monthly, 

conduct a common walkthrough, and share and discuss data afterwards. Little to no 

mention was made by any of the four elementary principals about inquiring into what the 

data might mean or reasons why something might be.  

Training for teachers was minimal and consisted of sharing of the protocol and 

one staff conversation. Teachers indicated that Principal Jefferson had shared the protocol 

at the beginning of Year 3 but its importance was not evident as shown in this statement 

by Teacher 1. “She sent us an email showing us, basically in document form, what she 

sees on the actual screen of the instrument, so that we knew exactly what it was that she 

was looking at.” Jefferson indicated having a conversation with the teachers at a staff 

meeting early in Year 3 about what items on the protocol might correlate with school and 

district initiatives such as student engagement. She referred to that conversation as 

“robust.”  She also mentioned sharing some group data at one staff meeting and having 

the group predict what they might see prior to actually seeing the data. She used this as a 
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foundation for a discussion of how they might improve, but did not specifically identify 

what information was shared and none of the teachers mentioned this conversation. 

Conducting walkthroughs. Several similarities regarding the actual conducting 

of walkthroughs existed. Principals agreed to conduct an average of three walkthroughs 

per day throughout the year.  They all emphasized the collection of data and the 

importance of using the entire protocol on each visit. Three indicated the need to 

schedule time for walkthroughs into their daily calendar so as to prevent interruptions 

from limiting success.  

There was little consistency in the several areas. The input of data occurred in one 

of three places: in the classroom, in another room close by, or a combination of the two. 

Two principals noted that they left a handwritten note for teachers on some highlight of 

the observation and two took field notes during the observations. There was not yet 

agreement on the ideal length of a classroom walkthrough. Times ranged from a low of 

three to five minutes for Jefferson to a high of ten to twenty minutes for Madison.  

Research Question 2-Classroom Walkthrough Data 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

At all phases of interviews the participants acknowledged that while data were 

continuously being collected, little had been used to share with teachers. A common 

theme in the principal interviews was the notion that principals would share data only 

when “enough” data had been collected. Principals did indicate that they discussed data at 

their elementary principal meetings but little information about the content of those 

discussions was provided in the interviews. 
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Research Question 3-The Use of Data to Inform Dialogue and Inquiry 

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

Dialogue among administrators focused mainly on the sharing of data with one 

another and on talk about the process of conducting walkthroughs. Dialogue between 

principals and teachers using walkthrough data was limited. Both principals and teachers 

indicated that they did have instructional conversations; however, they both reported that 

these were a result of already existing structures in place and not as a result of 

conversations about the walkthrough data. The limited use of walkthrough data by 

principals was more in the arena of feedback than dialogue. Additionally, all four 

principals indicated limited sharing of walkthrough data with teachers. 

Themes  

In a review of all transcripts several themes emerged that shed additional light on 

the implementation and use of walkthrough protocols. These other findings provide some 

explanation about the change in initiative, the lack of conversations using data to 

dialogue and inquiry, and the foundation for how other schools and districts might 

proceed with a similar initiative. 

Vision and purpose. Associate Superintendent Lincoln identified the need to do 

something to improve instruction and choose the classroom walkthrough as the avenue 

for doing so. She shared the walkthrough concept with district principals and indicated 

her purpose was to help facilitate instructional conversations throughout the school year 

as opposed to the traditional end-of-year evaluation conference. 
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By Year 2 of implementation she indicated that the vision had changed to a focus 

on common goals across schools. These goals included increasing the level of student 

engagement, increasing the authenticity of the work students do, and increasing the use of 

technology by teachers and students.  

Data teams. The practice of data teams appears firmly imbedded in the culture of 

both PSD and Jefferson Elementary School. All four principals and all six teachers 

mentioned the data teams and were very consistent in their description. Data teams meet 

twice monthly and consist of grade level colleagues and appropriate certified support 

personnel. They set goals based upon student needs, collect data, and meet to review data 

and plan for instruction. 

The learning culture. Martha Jefferson and the teachers at Jefferson all indicated 

the importance of an environment of learning to the well-being of Jefferson and its 

students. The valued their time spent together and the conversations about teaching with 

one another. They embraced learning as part of their role as educators; however, this 

learning was focused on new ideas in education rather than based on needs identified 

through a inquiry-oriented learning culture. In addition, Principal Jefferson referred to all 

employees as colleagues with a respect for the role that all play in the success of the 

school.  

Instructional change. Instructional change as a goal of the classroom 

walkthrough was mentioned by Associate Superintendent Lincoln during the Phase 1 

interview. The principals all indicated that the instructional changes they had noted could 

be attributed to the learning culture of the school and district and not to the 
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implementation of the classroom walkthrough. The teachers indicated that they did not 

attribute instructional change to the classroom walkthrough either.  

Educational policy interference. During the last two years of implementation of 

classroom walkthroughs at PSD a major educational change in the state and nation was 

taking place. Race to the Top, a component of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 

Act of 2009 (United States Department of Education, 2009), provides federal funds in the 

form of grants to states to encourage innovation and reform in education. Twelve percent 

of the points awarded to proposals for the money hinge on a state’s ability to articulate 

their plan to use student performance data at the classroom level when evaluating 

teachers (United States Department of Education, 2009). To comply with this 

requirement the southwestern state in which the study took place created a requirement 

that all public school districts must design a teacher evaluation plan that includes 33% to 

50% of the evaluation outcomes tied to student performance data (Arizona Department of 

Education, n.d.). 

PSD, in its efforts to comply, initiated the work on the new teacher assessment. 

Associate Superintendent Lincoln indicated that this effort had created urgency in PSD 

and her attention of the topic was evident in the interview. Approximately one quarter of 

her comments in the interview were linked to the work being done in PSD on the new 

teacher evaluation. A team of educators from the district was working on rubrics to 

evaluate a variety of arenas when completing a teacher evaluation. She mentioned that 

with this new evaluation, principals will need to follow the rubrics to determine teacher 
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effectiveness and that recently this effort had consumed a great deal of her attention. 

Principals, however, did not mention this diversion. 

Discussion 

In general, interview participants’ comments indicated that the classroom 

walkthrough had not yet reached its potential to influence instructional change as first 

anticipated by Associate Superintendent Lincoln. PSD and, in particular, Jefferson 

Elementary School do have some of the key pieces in place; however, much is not yet 

optimized to allow for significant impact on instructional change. Returning to the model 

I presented in Chapter 2, it is apparent that the classroom walkthrough initiative is still at 

the point of collection of data as displayed in the first box. It has not yet progressed to the 

point where regular conversations about instruction are taking place and therefore has not 

yet led to changes in instruction as a result.  

 

Figure 6. Researcher’s model for influence of classroom walkthrough on classroom practice. 

To better understand why the classroom walkthrough has not reached its potential 

in PSD I apply an analysis of the factors influencing success, or the lack of success, using 
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leadership and change theory and the innovation-decision process described by Rogers 

(2003) which identifies five stages through which an adoption moves: knowledge, 

persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation.  

Leadership Theory 

Various leadership theories provide understanding of the limited progress of the 

walkthrough initiative by PSD. Leithwood and Wahlstrom (2008) and Wagner and Kegan 

(2006) indicate the importance of building vision and communicating it to all involved 

stakeholders. The vision for the classroom walkthrough initiative in PSD shifted over 

time and was not communicated thoroughly at all levels. Teachers did not even know 

why it existed.  

Several authors express the importance of redesigning the culture of the 

organization. This includes creating structures for communication, reflection, 

collaborative processes, creation of avenues for knowledge creation and sharing, and 

establishment of professional learning communities (Fullan, 2001; Leithwood & 

Wahlstrom, 2008; Wagner & Kegan, 2006). For PSD and Jefferson Elementary, the 

elementary principals created their own study group for the purpose of reflecting on the 

implementation of classroom walkthroughs but not for reflection or sharing of knowledge 

beyond their own group. No new structures were created for sharing information, 

knowledge creation, reflection, or inquiry between principal and teachers.  

Collinson and Cook (2007) indicate the importance of collective inquiry to 

organizational learning. They emphasize the need to include processes to allow 

individuals to examine their own beliefs and assumptions that might interfere with 
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forming new understandings that lead to changes, in this case, instructional changes. The 

process is cyclical and includes a key step of dialogue to “reach new levels of shared 

understandings” (p. 113). Because dialogue did not occur between principal and teachers 

these shared understandings could not be developed and assist in changing instructional 

practice. The principal and teachers at Jefferson did value learning but did not choose 

their learning based on need or to change underlying beliefs or assumptions. They simply 

learned new ideas or information to use with their existing structures and practices.  

Roger’s Decision Making Model 

The use of Roger’s decision making model to analyze the steps taken by PSD to 

initiate the practice of classroom walkthroughs provides some understanding of PSD’s 

successes and struggles.  

Decision and knowledge. The decision to adopt classroom walkthroughs was 

made by Associate Superintendent Lincoln prior to consulting the principals. She did the 

research and was the one who gained new knowledge--Rogers’ first stage of the 

innovation-decision process (2003)--that helped persuade her to consider the 

walkthrough. She saw the need and proposed the classroom walkthrough to the principals 

as a solution to her perceived need. While principals were asked if they agreed to the 

initiative, their interviews did not indicate whether they agreed with the decision. 

Teachers were not consulted about the decision. At this point in the process only 

Associate Superintendent Lincoln had enough knowledge to move to the persuasion 

stage. Principals were provided with knowledge after the decision. 
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The fact that a decision to adopt the classroom walkthrough was made at the 

district level prior to full participation of the principals and teachers in the process might 

have interfered with its complete success. Operationally, it was successful; procedures for 

data collection were initiated and data were collected. The breakdown in full 

implementation was that the data were not used to conduct instructional conversations. 

The model described by Rogers (2003) indicates that the stages occur in a particular 

order. This order was disrupted in the case of PSD. Communication was limited at the 

stage of Persuasion and training at the stage of Implementation did little to address the 

use of data beyond its collection. 

Persuasion. The persuasion stage is when potential adopters form a favorable or 

unfavorable attitude about the innovation (Rogers, 2003). It is at this stage that 

communication becomes most important. How the innovation is communicated helps 

adopters form their opinions. A positive feeling about the person who is communicating 

information creates a higher potential to move toward a favorable attitude about the 

innovation. In the case of Jefferson, the teachers did indicate a great deal of trust and 

respect for Principal Jefferson, however they were not asked to commit to the initiative.  

The changing vision communicated by Associate Superintendent Lincoln and 

reflected in the comments of the principals may be one reason the classroom walkthrough 

has not yet reached its full potential at Jefferson Elementary School or within PSD. 

Purposes articulated by Lincoln and the principals included:  

 focus on engagement and technology, 

 collection data to facilitate conversations with teachers, 
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 communication of learning goals, 

 critical thinking, 

 collection of data to provide feedback, 

 record what principals see in classrooms, 

 gain a sense of where the school is in terms of high achieving strategies, 

and 

 gather information for evaluation. 

Consistent vision communicated to all is essential to the success of any new 

initiative or change (Leithwood et al., 2008; Wagner & Kegan, 2006). Wagner and Kegan 

(2006) identify goal setting, including a vision of desired results, as one of four necessary 

steps to success with a change process. Leithwood et al. (2008) stress the role of 

leadership in building vision, setting direction, and communicating that vision to success. 

It appears that the lack of consistency with vision building, setting directions, and 

communication of the vision was a weakness of the classroom walkthrough initiative in 

PSD.  

Additionally, teachers reported minimal understanding of the classroom 

walkthrough initiative beyond its existence. None were aware of the purpose; all were 

aware the principals were conducting walkthroughs. This lack of understanding could be 

attributed to insufficient communication about the purpose of the walkthrough, how it 

would be beneficial to classroom teachers, and the process that would be used to ensure 

its success. 
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Implementation. Implementation of the classroom walkthrough in PSD occurred 

in several phases. First, training was provided for the district administrators, including the 

elementary school principals. Second, principals conducted joint walkthroughs to practice 

using the protocol and met afterward to discuss its use. Finally, during Year 3, the 

elementary principals made a commitment to conduct fifteen walkthroughs a week. The 

focus appeared to be on the management of the walkthrough and not on using data to 

conduct conversations with teachers.  

Themes and other factors 

While pieces of success exist for PSD and its implementation of the classroom 

walkthrough, incomplete aspects of implementation and items which interfered with 

implementation do exist.  

Training. Principals received training on the use of the protocol and the 

electronic device on which to collect data. The training did not include a follow-up 

process for using the data to conduct conversations.  Training for teachers involved 

sharing the protocol and, in the case of Jefferson, participating in one staff conversation 

with Martha Jefferson about the evidence she might observe when trying to tie a visit to 

an item on the protocol.  

Training did not provide the knowledge base for principals to understand the use 

of the classroom walkthrough beyond the collection of data. It did not provide teachers 

with knowledge of their role in the classroom walkthrough process.  

Conducting a walkthrough. It is interesting to note that while the principals had 

agreement and how frequently to conduct a walkthrough, they did not yet agree on how 
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long to spend in a classroom for one walkthrough.  This could possibly be contributed to 

several things. First, the focus seemed to be on the collection of data, rather than on data 

to inform conversations. If an observer is focused on the collection of data, then the 

longer one stays the more data one gets, but in all likelihood, the same amount of data 

could be collected from many short observations as from fewer longer observations. This 

would support David’s (2007) finding that one of the reasons there is limited research on 

classroom walkthroughs is that there is little agreement on the definition of a classroom 

walkthrough and whether it involves multiple visits to one teacher or multiple visits to 

many teachers. 

Even the authors of the three walkthrough methods researched for the background 

on this study did not agree on the length of a walkthrough (City et al., 2009; Downey et 

al., 2004; Martinez-Miller & Cervone, 2008). Their recommendations varied from a low 

of three minutes (Downey et al., 2004) to a high of 20 minutes (City et al., 2009). It could 

be that the principals of PSD exemplify the conundrum that still exists within the 

educational community about the purpose of conducting classroom walkthroughs.  

Data use. Interviews with administrators indicated a dearth of information 

gathered from the observations that could provide the foundation for instructional 

conversations with teachers. This seems to be an area where additional time spent as 

administrators researching and discussing how to use the data to conduct conversations 

with teachers would have allowed the classroom walkthrough to have a much greater 

impact on instructional improvement. Collinson and Cook (2007) identify two of the 

components of organizational learning as relying on shared understandings among 
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members and prioritizing learning for all members. Because the data-based conversations 

with teachers were almost non-existent, it is reasonable to assume that while principals 

might have been developing a shared understanding of effective instruction, teachers 

were not benefiting from this learning. 

While the practice of conducting walkthroughs was more firmly in place during 

Year 3, the focus for walkthroughs continued to be on their management rather than the 

use of the data as a foundation for inquiring into problems of practice as was noted as the 

purpose by City et al. (2009) and Martinez-Miller and Cervone (2008). Dialogue about 

classroom walkthrough data at the principal level appeared to be focused mainly on the 

conducting of walkthroughs and on identifying what the data revealed rather than on 

using what the data revealed to inquire into whether instructional practices were 

effective, what factors might have influenced that data, or how instructional practices 

might change. 

It was unclear from the interviews where the idea that a great deal of data were 

needed prior to sharing with teachers. City et al. (2009) and Martinez-Miller and Cervone 

(2008) advocate for a process that could include data from visits to multiple classrooms 

in one building in one day. Downey et al. (2004) indicate that an observer may want to 

visit a classroom eight to ten times for two to three minutes before initiating a 

conversation with a teacher. With an average of 22 teachers at each site and a minimum 

of 15 classroom visits a week, it is reasonable to believe, using either of the guidelines 

above, that a principal could have sufficient data in a few weeks to inform a conversation 
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about instruction at the building level and after six to eight weeks at the individual 

teacher level.  

Principals were not insightful about not having the conversations; it appears that 

administration held principals accountable for the collection of walkthrough data rather 

than using the data to hold conversations. 

Learning culture. Both Martha Jefferson and the teachers at Jefferson believed it 

their responsibility to learn. However, their view of learning did not fit the definition 

provided by Wei et al. (2009): “a product of both externally-provided and job-embedded 

activities that increase teachers’ knowledge and change their instructional practice in 

ways that support student learning” ( p. 1). The learning they reported tended to be 

oriented on acquiring new knowledge, such as learning how to utilize more technology, 

without mention of how this learning actually changed instructional practices or 

identification of a need for the new knowledge. 

Additionally, learning at Jefferson did not allow for the double-loop learning of 

organizations identified by Collinson and Cook (2007) which includes examining one’s 

own frames of reference through inquiry; although this may have happened through the 

existing data teams through the analysis of student data as opposed to walkthrough data. 

Data teams. The data teams that exist at Jefferson and across the district have a 

learning focus, meet regularly as an expectation, and are valued by the staff. The 

structures utilized by these teams could be adapted to include the review of walkthrough 

data with a focus on instructional change. In addition, the teachers at Jefferson already 

consider it their duty to be learners. They mentioned enjoying learning about new 
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practices and ideas in education. They indicated openness to receiving feedback from 

their principal and showed a great deal of respect for Principal Jefferson. 

While the structure for data teams is deeply embedded in the culture at Jefferson, 

what is missing is a focus on inquiry for learning. The data teams of Jefferson Elementary 

School appear to focus on single-loop learning, in which actions change but the 

underlying norms and beliefs remain the same or individuals reflect on their current 

practices and beliefs (Argyris & Schön, 1978). They did not integrate the use of 

walkthrough data into these team meetings. 

Public policy interference. The interference of Race to the Top (United States 

Department of Education, 2009) is important to note. Associate Superintendent Lincoln 

expressed that her focus for Year 3 had been on the development of a new teacher 

evaluation to comply with state law and in accordance with federal guidelines to qualify 

for Race to the Top dollars. This new focus drew her attention away from the focus on 

classroom walkthroughs. Two principals mentioned vague ties between the teacher 

evaluation instrument but none mentioned the district attention to rewriting the teacher 

evaluation to comply with Race to the Top requirements.  

The diversion of Race to the Top for Lincoln prevented her from being fully 

consistent with building vision and setting direction for the initiative. These two 

components mentioned by Leithwood et al. (2008) are key to maintain focus for the 

success of intended results.  

Several factors contributed to the stalling of the initiative at the collection of data 

rather than reaching its full potential to influence instructional change. While PDS, and in 
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particular, Jefferson Elementary School, did a great deal to become proficient with the 

collection of data from the classroom walkthrough protocol, little was done to ensure that 

the purpose or vision for the initiative were communicated across all levels, structures 

were in place for reflection and inquiry, or a change in culture initiated to move the 

initiative beyond the collection of data. The initiative did not follow the steps in the 

decision making model articulated by Rogers (2003). Additionally, the leader of the 

initiative allowed public policy and district projects to steer attention away from the 

original purpose of the initiative.  

Limitations 

Several limitations, always inherent in qualitative research of this limited 

magnitude, exist. First, this study was conducted in a small, affluent school district which 

is not representative of the majority of districts in this southwestern state. Additionally, 

the representative sample of teachers was limited to one school, and who were 

recommended by the principal. It is possible that teachers at another school in the same 

district may have expressed a different level of understanding about the initiative. Finally, 

the nature of qualitative research through interview provides for gathering data from the 

perspective of participants and is influenced by their individual experiences.  

Additionally, the researcher’s personal bias is bound to have influenced the study. 

When the topic was chosen for the study, classroom walkthroughs were currently being 

attempted by the researcher. Also, the researcher’s belief that dialogue and inquiry were 

important to the success of classroom walkthroughs influenced the focus for the 

classroom walkthrough research.  
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Implications for Practice 

Classroom walkthroughs have the potential to influence instructional 

improvement in a positive way by providing data to stimulate conversations about 

teaching and learning. To better ensure their success administrators would be well-

advised to consider the successes and struggles of PSD and, in particular, Jefferson 

Elementary School. First and foremost, a common agreed upon vision and purpose for 

the classroom walkthroughs must exist. Even the scant literature on walkthroughs does 

not yet agree on what this might be. It is possible that the value of classroom 

walkthroughs will be found in the ability to recognize that they can serve differing 

purposes such as monitoring implementation of a particular instructional strategy or 

identifying a problem of practice and working to solve that problem. The success would 

hinge on identifying the targeted focus and adhering to it. 

Secondly, it is extremely important to communicate the vision, purpose, and 

process to all involved, from district level administration to teachers. In the case of PSD, 

the vision was inconsistent and it was clear that the teachers had a minimally vague 

understanding of the purpose of the initiative.  

Equally important to the communication is the appropriate professional 

development on the use of the walkthrough, the evidence that would support the data 

collected, and on the processes-including inquiry-that would be necessary to ensure 

success. Wagner and Kegan (2006) identify the need to identify and develop a vision of 

the desired future as one of the steps in the change process. There was no evidence that 

this happened for the classroom walkthrough initiative in PSD. The goals articulated by 
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Mary Lincoln changed several times during the three years. Principals did not share 

common ideas of the purpose of the initiative and teachers did not identify a purpose.  

PSD spent a great deal of time and effort on the mechanics of conducting a 

walkthrough, including the use of technology to facilitate data collection. The 

professional development efforts dedicated to these pieces was, however, not sufficient. 

Additional professional development on analyzing and interpreting the walkthrough data, 

inquiring into possible contributing factors and solutions, and the inquiry process would 

have allowed the classroom walkthrough initiative to achieve success with changes to 

instruction for the purpose of increasing student achievement.  

Lastly, the focus for classroom walkthroughs holds promise for the use of the data 

to inform conversations that could lead to changes in instruction. Drago-Severson (2007) 

and Blase and Blase (1999) stress the importance of using inquiry to promote reflection 

as a way for members of an organization to learn and grow. Data provide the foundation 

for identifying patterns then creating dialogue and inquiry about the reasons behind the 

data, the information needed to better understand the data, and proposing ways to initiate 

changes based upon those findings.  

Recommendations for Future Research 

The lack of information about successful implementation of classroom 

walkthroughs and the disagreement in the literature about the length, purpose, and 

procedures for classroom walkthroughs both indicate a general need for more research on 

the process and its outcomes. Additionally, because little inquiry connected to the use of 

the data collected in classroom walkthroughs at Jefferson was noted, a study of a district 
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with stronger implementation using inquiry may yield more answers to the original 

research questions. Recommendations for future research include: 

 conducting similar research in a district with a stronger emphasis on the 

use of classroom walkthrough data to inform conversations about 

instruction; 

 following the implementation in districts that represent different 

populations including those less affluent, larger districts and urban 

districts; 

 conducting research on the implementation of different classroom 

walkthrough protocols; 

 investigating the implementation of a particular strategy monitored by 

classroom walkthroughs; and 

 measuring changes in instructional practice as a result of sharing 

walkthrough data. 

Summary 

Classroom walkthroughs as a tool for instructional improvement are becoming 

more prevalent. A search of the internet for software available indicated at least six 

different companies marketing classroom walkthrough software. The Race to the Top 

requirement that states develop teacher and principal evaluation systems that address 

student achievement also creates a need for strategies that will inform instructional 

improvement (United States Department of Education, 2009). This inquiry is timely 

considering these recent events.  
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The case study completed by the researcher seeks answers to the questions: 

What is the process by which district leaders and elementary principals support 

and implement classroom walkthroughs in the elementary schools? 

How do principals use walkthrough data?  

How do principals use walkthrough data to inform dialogue and inquiry for the 

purpose of facilitating changes in teacher instruction? 

While a process for data collection was in place and refined in Year 3 by the 

elementary school principals, a process for data analysis and inquiry was not. The focus 

of the elementary principals was on data collection rather that data use. The use of data to 

stimulate dialogue and inquiry for continuous improvement was limited. 

In summary, using Rogers innovation-decision model (2003) helps to identify 

where problems preventing the classroom walkthrough from reaching its potential in PDS 

existed. First, the decision to “adopt” the classroom walkthrough initiative was made 

before all stakeholders, except possibly Lincoln, had enough information to understand 

the initiative. Second, the continued lack of clarity communicated about the vision and 

purpose of the walkthrough created uncertainty about the use of the walkthrough and its 

process.  

Next, during the implementation phase, several problems were noted. Teachers 

did not receive training on the process or purpose for classroom walkthroughs. Principals 

did not agree on the length of a walkthrough or on the amount of data needed to inform a 

conversation. There was no process defined for the use of data to inform conversations. 
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Finally, although a general feeling that learning was a part of the job existed; this learning 

did not include an inquiry focus. 

Another factor influencing the lack of progress includes the changing policy 

environment of education, most recently the new state law requiring districts to redefine 

teacher evaluation. Additionally, it appears that the classroom walkthrough at PSD has 

not yet reached the confirmation stage identified by Rogers (2003). 

The classroom walkthrough process and protocol that PSD have chosen have the 

potential to create instructional change; however, several components for success are not 

yet fully in place. Schools and districts intent on using classroom walkthroughs have 

much to learn from the successes and struggles of schools and districts currently 

implementing classroom walkthroughs.  
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APPENDIX A  

ADMINISTRATOR DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY 

1. How long have you been the principal at __________________ school? 

2. How many total years have you been in the position of principal, either at your 

current school or another school? 

3. How many years did you spend teaching prior to becoming a principal? 

4. How long have you been with the school district? 

5. Please check the various types of professional development in which you have 

participated and indicate their value on a scale from 1 to 5 with 5 being the most 

valuable in helping you become a better instructional leader in your school: 

Have 

Participated 

in Value Type of Professional Development 

 1  2  3  4  5 Traditional workshop 

 1  2  3  4  5 Professional Conference 

 1  2  3  4  5 On-site staff development provided by outside presenter 

 1  2  3  4  5 On-site staff development provided by district presenter 

 1  2  3  4  5 On-site staff development provided by school personnel 

 1  2  3  4  5 Study Group  

 1  2  3  4  5 PLC (grade level team or interest based team) 

 1  2  3  4  5 Conversation with a colleague 

 1  2  3  4  5 Conversation with an administrator 
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 1  2  3  4  5 University course 

 1  2  3  4  5 Online course 

 1  2  3  4  5 Independent study 

 1  2  3  4  5 Other (please describe) 
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APPENDIX B 

PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEW WITH ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT 

Thank you for agreeing to this interview. I want to reassure you that our discussion will 

be kept confidential. The purpose of this interview is to gather information about your 

use of the classroom walkthrough. I’ll be asking some broad questions and may ask for 

clarification or further information based upon your responses to the broad questions. Do 

you have any questions before we get started? (Allow for response). I will be recording 

our conversation to facilitate my data collection. Are you ready to get started? 

1. Tell me about the factors that influenced your decision to initiate the use of the 

classroom walkthrough as a tool district-wide? 

2. Explain the initial training experience for the administrators and any follow-up 

training that occurred, including what you are doing now to sustain the effort? 

3. Tell me about the conversations about instruction that you used to have with 

teachers/principals prior to the use of the classroom walkthrough protocol. 

4. Describe a conversation that you have had, with a principal, as the result of data 

collected using the classroom walkthrough protocol? With a teacher? 

5. How has the use of the classroom walkthrough protocol changed the 

conversations that you have with principals and/or teachers? 

6. Tell me about the progress of each of the three schools in their use of the 

classroom walkthrough protocol and its influence on instructional improvement? 

7. What are your next steps? What refinements might you make? 

8. Is there anything else you feel might be important to share? 
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APPENDIX C 

PROTOCOL FOR INITIAL INTERVIEWS WITH PRINCIPALS 

Thank you for agreeing to this interview. I want to reassure you that our discussion will 

be kept confidential. The purpose of this interview is to gather information about your 

use of the classroom walkthrough. I’ll be asking some broad questions and may ask for 

clarification or further information based upon your responses to the broad questions. Do 

you have any questions before we get started? (Allow for response). I will be recording 

our conversation to facilitate my data collection. Are you ready to get started? 

1. Tell me about how classroom walkthroughs work at your school. How do you 

conduct a WT/WTs? How often do you give feedback and in what format? How 

do you share the data? At faculty meetings? 

2. How were you made aware of the classroom walkthrough initiative? 

3. Describe the training you received about the classroom walkthrough? Follow up 

training? Sustainability? 

4. Tell me about the conversations about instruction that you used to have with 

teachers prior to the use of the classroom walkthrough protocol. 

5. Describe a positive conversation that you have had with a teacher as the result of 

data collected using the classroom walkthrough protocol? A conversation that 

didn’t work so well? A typical conversation? 

6. How has the use of the classroom walkthrough protocol changed the 

conversations that you have with teachers? Describe a WT that changed a 

conversation for the better? Not changed? For the worse? 
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7. What instructional changes have you observed as a result from conversations 

using the classroom walkthrough? 

8. How does CWT influence what you do as principal? Professional development 

for your staff? 

9. What are your next steps? What refinements might you make? 

10. What problems have surfaced regarding CWT? 

11. What advice would you give to a principal just getting started with CWT?  

12. You talked about…..Is there anything else you feel might be important to share? 
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APPENDIX D 

PROTOCOL FOR SECOND INTERVIEW WITH PRINCIPAL OF TARGETED 

SCHOOL 

Thank you for agreeing to this interview. I want to reassure you once again that our 

discussion will be kept confidential. The purpose of this interview is to gather 

information about your use of the classroom walkthrough. I’ll be asking some broad 

questions and may ask for clarification or further information based upon your responses 

to the broad questions. Do you have any questions before we get started? (Allow for 

response). I will be recording our conversation to facilitate my data collection. Are you 

ready to get started? 

1. What have you learned from your participation in the classroom walkthrough 

initiative? 

2. How has the use of the classroom walkthrough changed how you approach 

teacher observation?  

3. How has the use of the classroom walkthrough changed how you approach 

professional development? 

4. (It is anticipated that questions will arise from the first interview that might be 

important to ask at this second interview. Those questions will be formulated after 

reviewing the transcripts from the first interviews.) 
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APPENDIX E 

TEACHER DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY 

1. How long have you been teaching? 

2. How long in your current position? 

3. Have you spent all your teaching years with __________ School District? 

4. Please check the various types of professional development in which you have 

participated and indicate their value on a scale from 1 to 5 with 5 being the most 

valuable in helping you become a better instructional leader in your classroom: 

Have 

Participated 

in Value Type of Professional Development 

 1  2  3  4  5 Traditional workshop 

 1  2  3  4  5 Professional Conference 

 1  2  3  4  5 On-site staff development provided by outside 

presenter 

 1  2  3  4  5 On-site staff development provided by district 

presenter 

 1  2  3  4  5 On-site staff development provided by school 

personnel 

 1  2  3  4  5 Study Group  

 1  2  3  4  5 PLC (grade level team or interest based team) 

 1  2  3  4  5 Conversation with a colleague 
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 1  2  3  4  5 Conversation with an administrator 

 1  2  3  4  5 University course 

 1  2  3  4  5 Online course 

 1  2  3  4  5 Independent study 

 1  2  3  4  5 Other (please describe) 
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APPENDIX F 

PROTOCOL FOR INTERVIEWS WITH TEACHERS 

Thank you for agreeing to this interview. I want to reassure you that our discussion will 

be kept confidential. The purpose of this interview is to gather information about your 

use of the classroom walkthrough. I’ll be asking some broad questions and may ask for 

clarification or further information based upon your responses to the broad questions. Do 

you have any questions before we get started? (Allow for response). I will be recording 

our conversation to facilitate my data collection. Are you ready to get started? 

1. How were you made aware of the classroom walkthrough? 

2. Do you participate in a PLC? (If answer is yes, then ask…) How would you 

describe your PLC? 

3. Tell me about the conversations about instruction that you used to have with your 

principal prior to the use of the classroom walkthrough protocol. 

4. Describe a positive conversation that you have had with your principal as the 

result of data collected using the classroom walkthrough protocol? A conversation 

that did not work so well? 

5. How has the use of the classroom walkthrough protocol changed the 

conversations that you have with your principal or other teachers? 

6. What changes to your instruction have you made as a result of conversations 

using the classroom walkthrough? 

7. What are your next steps? What refinements might you make? 
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8. What have you learned from your participation in the classroom walkthrough 

initiative? 

9. Is there anything else you feel might be important to share? 
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APPENDIX G 

RECRUITMENT MATERIALS-EMAIL TO ADMINISTRATORS 

Associate Superintendent and Principals 

 

Dear_________________, 

Thank you for your participation the research study on classroom walkthroughs. As a 

reminder, I am a doctoral student in the Educational Leadership program at the 

University of Arizona. We met briefly in the fall of 2009. I have been authorized to 

conduct this research by the University of Arizona and CFSD has approved the project. I 

would like to schedule a 60-90 minute interview with you in July at your convenience 

and at a location suitable to you. Please either let me know your availability by replying 

to this email or, if you prefer, call my cell at (telephone number provided). I would also 

like to gather some basic demographic information and information about your previous 

participation in professional development to help me frame my understanding of your 

role. This can either be accomplished through email or hard copy.  

An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The University 

of Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, according to 

applicable state and federal regulation and University policies designed to protect the 

rights and welfare of participants in research. 

Prior to beginning the research I will need your signature consenting to your 

participation. I have included a copy of the consent form for your review. If you would 

like I can drop off a copy to be signed or you can simply print out the attached document 

and sign. I will need this document before you answer the demographic questions and I 

conduct the interview. 

In addition, answering the questions for the demographic survey should take no more 

than 10 minutes. I will bring a copy of the demographic survey when I pick up the 

consent form. For your convenience, I have also attached a copy to this email.  

If you have any questions, feel free to call me at (telephone number provided). 
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APPENDIX H 

RECRUITMENT MATERIALS-EMAIL TO TEACHERS 

Dear_________________, 

I am a doctoral student in the Educational Leadership program at the University of 

Arizona. I am conducting a research study on the use of classroom walkthroughs 

conducted by principals and want to include the teacher perspective. You have been 

recommended for participation in the study by your principal.  

I have been authorized to conduct this research by the University of Arizona and CFSD 

has approved the project. I would like to schedule a 60 minute interview with you in the 

next two weeks at your convenience and at a location suitable to you. Please either let me 

know your availability by replying to this email or, if you prefer, call my cell at 

(telephone number provided).. I would also like to gather some basic demographic 

information and information about your previous participation in professional 

development to help me frame my understanding of your role. This can either be 

accomplished through email or hard copy. 

An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The University 

of Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, according to 

applicable state and federal regulation and University policies designed to protect the 

rights and welfare of participants in research. 

Prior to beginning the research I will need your signature consenting to your 

participation. I have included a copy of the consent form for your review. If you would 

like I can drop off a copy to be signed or you can simply print out the attached document 

and sign. I will need this document before you answer the demographic questions and I 

conduct the interview. 

In addition, answering the questions for the demographic survey should take no more 

than 10 minutes. I will bring a copy of the demographic survey when I pick up the 

consent form. For your convenience, I have also attached a copy to this email.  

If you have any questions, feel free to call me at (telephone number provided). 
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APPENDIX I 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

 

Study Title: 
The Role of the Classroom Walkthrough in Promoting Dialogue 

and Inquiry that Leads to Change in Classroom Practices 

Principal Investigator: Margaret Anne Scott 

This is a consent form for research participation. It contains important information about 

this study and what to expect if you decide to participate. Please consider the information 

carefully. Feel free to discuss the study with your friends and family and to ask questions 

before making your decision whether or not to participate. 

It is not anticipated that your participation will result in unintended or harmful effects. 

There are no anticipated benefits from your participation other than the opportunity to 

reflect on your practice. 

1.  Why is this study being done? 

This study is being conducted to investigate the role of the classroom walkthrough in 

promoting dialogue and inquiry that leads to changes in classroom practice. 

2.  How many people will take part in this study? 

Ten people will be interviewed for this study: one central administrator, three 

elementary principals, and six teachers. 

3.  What will happen if I take part in this study? 

The questions asked during the interview may cause you to reflect on your 

administrative or teaching practice.  

4.  How long will I be in the study? 

Each participant will take part in a 60-90 minute interview. A second 60 minute 

interview may be requested. A brief demographic survey will be conducted to collect 

data about the participant’s professional experience and participation in professional 

development. This will be conducted through email or hard copy at the preference of 

the participant. Consent for both the interview(s) and demographic survey will be 

indicated on the third page of this document.  

5.  Can I stop being in the study?  

Your participation is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study. If you 

decide to take part in the study, you may leave the study at any time. No matter what 

decision you make, there will be no penalty to you. I would like to make an audio 

recording of the interview. Audio recording will facilitate accurate data gathering. 

However, if you wish to consent to the interview without audio recording that is an 

option. You will indicate you approval for participation in the interview and for 
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allowing an audio recording below separately when you sign. Please let me know if 

at any time you wish to suspend the audio recording or if you wish to conduct the 

interview without audio recording. 

6.  What risks, side effects or discomforts can I expect from being in the study? 

There are no know risks, side effects, or discomforts expected from participation in 

the study. 

7.  What benefits can I expect from being in the study? 

There are no anticipated benefits; however, participants may have the opportunity to 

reflect on their practice as a result of participation. 

8.  What other choices do I have if I do not take part in the study? 

You may choose not to participate without penalty. 

9.  Will my study-related information be kept confidential? 

Efforts will be made to keep your study-related information confidential. 

Pseudonyms will be used in all research reports. At each phase of the process 

I will disguise any features of you as the participant, the school, and district 

that might distinguish you by being vague about the specific location of the 

district and schools. Individual principals and teachers will not be affiliated 

with their school. Description information will be by group rather than 

individual. While every effort to maintain anonymity will be taken, due to the 

unique characteristics of the district, anonymity cannot be guaranteed. 

Also, your records may be reviewed by the following groups (as applicable to the 

research): 

 Office for Human Research Protections or other federal, state, or international 

regulatory agencies 

 The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board or Office of Responsible 

Research Practices 

10. What are the costs of taking part in this study? 

There is no cost to participants of this study. 

11. Will I be paid for taking part in this study? 

Participation is voluntary and participants will not be compensated for their 

participation. By law, payments to subjects may be considered taxable income. 

12. What happens if I am injured because I took part in this study? 

   There are no known risks and injury is unlikely. 

If you suffer an injury from participating in this study, you should seek treatment. The 

University of Arizona has no funds set aside for the payment of treatment expenses 

for this study.  

13. What are my rights if I take part in this study? 

If you choose to participate in the study, you may discontinue participation at any 

time without penalty. By signing this form, you do not give up any personal legal 

rights you may have as a participant in this study. 
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An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The 

University of Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, 

according to applicable state and federal regulations and University policies designed 

to protect the rights and welfare of participants in research. 

14. Who can answer my questions about the study? 

For questions, concerns, or complaints about the study you may contact Margaret 

Scott at (telephone number provided). 

For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-

related concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, 

you may contact the Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or 

orcr.vpr.arizona.edu/irb. 

 

Signing the Consent Form 

I have read (or someone has read to me) this form, and I am aware that I am being asked 

to participate in a research study. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have 

had them answered to my satisfaction. I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  

 

_____(please initial) I agree to allow an audio recording of the interview(s).  

I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form. I will be given a copy of this 

form. 

 

 

  

Printed name of subject  Signature of subject 

   

 

 

AM/PM 

  Date and time  

 

Investigator/Research Staff 

I have explained the research to the participant or the participant’s representative before 

requesting the signature(s) above. There are no blanks in this document. A copy of this 

form has been given to the participant or to the participant’s representative. 

 

 

  

Printed name of person obtaining consent  Signature of person obtaining consent 

   

 

 

AM/PM 

  Date and time  

Witness(es) - May be left blank if not required by the IRB 
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Printed name of witness  Signature of witness 
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APPENDIX J 

PSD CLASSROOM WALKTHROUGH PROTOCOL  
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APPENDIX K 

PILOT STUDY 

Pilot studies serve as one means of action research to help the researcher “develop 

an understanding of the concepts and theories held by the people” (Maxwell, 2005. p. 58) 

involved in the study. Action research serves several purposes identified by Bogdan and 

Biklen (2007). First, it allows the researcher to increase awareness of the problem. 

Second, it helps identify challenges that might be faced by the researcher. Third, it can 

provide information and understandings that help the researcher organize the 

investigation. Action research also helps facilitate the researcher’s observational skills. 

And lastly, it helps develop confidence which facilitates strategy development for the 

purposes of creating the research problem and investigation. 

My initial interest in classroom walkthroughs resulted because, as a principal, I 

frequently found that my conversations with teachers about their teaching were 

unfocused or based upon something that I discovered during my various walkthroughs 

and more formal observations. Rarely did I enter a classroom with the intent to gather 

evidence about a particular practice, school or district initiative, or student learning. 

Instead, I observed, scripting the observation, hoping to identify something that the 

teacher did well and an area in which the teacher could grow. This undirected approach 

frequently did not result in quality conversations about instruction. As a result, I initiated 

my own pilot study to investigate the concept. 

My participation in the pilot study of classroom walkthroughs helped me 

understand the process of developing, implementing, revising, and utilizing the 
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information gathered through classroom walkthrough. It provided an arena for me to 

generate questions about the process used to develop and refine an appropriate protocol 

which could later be used to inform questions for the administrative interviews that will 

be described later in this chapter. Additionally, my participation in the pilot study 

increased my knowledge of the many components to consider when determining the 

characteristics of effective instruction. Finally, I learned that there is not one protocol or 

list of characteristics that will serve in every situation. School personnel must identify 

what the important features of their school are before being able to identify what 

characteristics represent those features.  

During the first year of the pilot study I worked at a school designated excelling 

by the state and perceived as excellent by families and teachers as evidenced by the large 

number of students on open enrollment. However, between 13% and 40% of students 

were not meeting the standard set by the state on the various measures reported in math, 

reading, and writing. I began to wonder “What could make the difference for these 

children?” and “If all children were not meeting the standard, how could teaching be 

different so as to meet the needs of all children?” Using data collected from a classroom 

walkthrough tool to provide the evidence for having conversations focused on inquiry 

about effective instruction seemed a possible solution. 
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